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Amnrioab t-'ohool of Classical Studiae

54 S-'fladias Street, Athons 106 76, Greooe

May 1, 1986 f
^ < -i'

S.o\

Dear Rhys:

Your latter o? April 15 r.ives ne the p;ood news that you will both be here

on 'ay 21, which id Constantino and ilelen bay! 1 tato a chance that you have ti-ne

to receive this before leaving.

Y, Gar^an is in Greece briefly, and wo have discussed the Thasian in your two

deposits. Do you know his work at a"*! - he has published extensively on Thasian

amphora stamps, having excavated several factory sites in Thasos, as well as strat

ified deposits there. He and 1 found ourselves in agreement that although the

absolute dates of therffhaBian in your tv.'o deposits might be a little adjusted,

there is no question but that those in Q 10 : 1 are distinctly later than those

in 0 - R 7:10 - by perhaps as mucn as 30 yaa.r3, was his reaction, out I would think,

at present, more like 25 or 20. (Wo can't take Q 10 : 1 too far down the 3rd century,

if the ilellenistic VYreck precedes Koroni.)

I elmll bo glad to have some footnotes to your statement about the Conatruotion

"ill that "both the pottery and the coins now indicate a date close to the end of

the century for this deposit, as late as ca. 300." iTnat; I have is Kroll's "Bafly—^

Athenian Bronze Coinage," from the volume for ffergaret Thompson ("1979), pp.145-147.

The text seems to allow, if not to indicate, a date of ca. 322-315 B.C.,by the

evidence of the coins, for the Gonstinjction Pil', Kroll does of course date the

coins a bit bv the Construction Fi^l as context. I don't, like some, call that

arguing in a circle, I say it is a confEirmation if Ideas from various s vircos

arrive at an agreomont, harmony. i>o,you have something recent SfHioifically on the

non-amphora pottery from this deposit? herhai-s a comment by Sisan Rotroff? I do

not know what Lucy T. *b* had in mind as late material when she wrote "f)rphablv not

sealed over until near the end of the century." I would certainly like to ask her,

Brian Sparkes remarked to me in recent yeans, perhaps about downdating a lit+-le

Q 10 : 1, tViat , yes, some adjusting would need to be done on the da+es of sonie of

AgrCY" ;>c/( O - P- 7 - /o (^3
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Department of
Visual and Performing Arts

CLARK UNIVERSITY

950 Main Street

Worcester, Massacfiusetts 01610

15 April 1986

Dr. Virginia Grace
American School of Classical Studies at Athens
54 Souidias Street
Athens GR-106 76
Greece

Dear Miss Grace:

Thank you very much for your letter of February 25. I am
sorry to have taken so long to reply. A number of far less inter
esting demands intervened at about the time your letter arrived—
the ASCS fellowships exams, which as a member of the Committee on
Admissions and Fellowships I must read and pass sentence upon; a
search for a new Renaissance art historian at Clark, meaning
another committee and even more dossiers than those for the ASCS
aspirants; and now just today, income tax deadline, involving by
far the most paperwork of all.

I am very glad to have your updated comments on the amphoras
of Depsoits 0-R 7:10 (construction fill of Square Peristyle) and
Q 10:1 (fill in south outer wall trench). It is interesting that
the amphoras of the construction fill do not go any lower than 320
since both the pottery and the coins now indicate a date close to
the end of the century for this deposit, as late as ca. 300.
Thus, there seems little difference between the date of the con
struction fill as suggested by the ceramic and numismatic evidence
and your date for the amphoras in the south outer wall fill (ca.
310-290). With the two deposits overlapping in date, the fill of
the south outer wall therefore could have been taken from the con
struction fill (a possibility I noted in my earlier letter to you
and one which I would either like to confirm or disprove). But if
this is the case, I wonder why there is no overlap in the amphoras
between 0-R 7:10 and Q 10:1.

I look forward to discussing this and other questions with
you this summer (Helen and I are scheduled to arrive in Athens May
21st). It will indeed be nice to see you and all the other Agora
folks again--this past fall the Stoa was too quiet for my likingi

With best wishes.

Yours,

Rhys^F. Townsend
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Amarioan School of Classical Studies , %
54 Sviedias Street, Athens 106 76, Greece

February 25, 1986

• ( /

Frofassor Rhys F, Tovmsend
Bapartmant of Visual and Farfprming Arts
Clar^ University
950 TJIain Street

(Yorcestar, Mass., 01610, USA

Daar Rhys:

I hava your very interesting latter of January 27. It lias taken me a while

to look things up, as 4t seemed necessary to make a new comment on the stamps^in

0 - R 7 : 10 for the Deposit Summaries, etc, I enclose a copy for you. I am

sending one to IIAT, partly in the hope of finding out why he doea not use in his

publications tne fragmentary Thasian jar dated in the term of liOYAYZ, the finding

place of which at one time seemed to help date the temple of Apollo Patroos. It

is apparently entirely confirmatory, that is, what we already know about the date

of the jar. Perhaps in the meanwhile he has decided that the overlap of the temple
over the drain from the pit was not enough of an overlap. (See Hes6eria 6, 1937,

pp.ieifiilSA 101-104, and figs. 54 and 126 - his article on the V/est Side Buildings.)
Note at the end of the comment enclosed on 0-R 7 : 10 the proposed date of

ca. 340-O20 3.0. for the stamps in this deposit. I would say roughly 3/4 of 4th

century. But the single-name Thasian stamps apparently don't begin until ca.

340 B.C. And if as I seem to have heard there are coins datable after 322 B.C.^
in the deposit, the stamps do not as yet allow me to insist on 325 rather than 320.

I do still think <4 10 ;^1 goes down past 300 B.C., as earlier suggested by
Fred //inter the Younger in connection with pottery comparanda found at Gordion.

Q I© : 1 seems to foHow in date a series of 4th century fills in Thasos published

by Y. Gar Ian in the 3. O.K. of 1966, the latest of which we^s the Upper Layer at the
Gate of Zeus (_BM 1966, pp.628-642): the 10 Thasian eponyms in 4 10 : 1 include 5

(AlZXPia^, AIZSPSN, APTETfllAHZ, APIZT0AIK02, in common with that Thasos



- 2 -

earn

Ilppar Layer, as well as 5 new ones not in any/ of Garlan's stratified groups in

feis 1966 article (NIK0AHH02 Ist, nOYAYAAHZ, llPHLIIIOAIZ, I1Y0IS2N III, nY0I21I IV).

The Q IC ; 1 Thasian eponyms din the other hand do not include any of those at
(AHMAAKHZ, IANAAH2, KAE02TPAT02),

Koroni^which should data somewhere about 270 B.C. Comparative material at

Koroni has suggested a date of not later than 280-275 for the Zenon Group stamps

in Bass's Hellenistic wrack (see my article forthcoming in BOH Suppl. 13?),

and the wreck had a Thasian jar with a stamp naming IIY0I2N, no. V in the sequence

of 11Y0IS2W styles, whereas (12 10 : 1 has examples of II. Ill (2) and H. IV (3).

Q 10 ; 1 may be set, somewhat negotiably, at ca. 310-290 B.C. It is

certainly later than the Construction Fill. But, except for the two handles that s

to have been wrongly attributed, in neither of these two fills approaches a late

3rd century data, see your p.2, para 2.

I note with interest on your p.2,near top, that you say "construction necess

arily began at the north where the ground was lower". It has certainly seamed to

me that something similar must have been done with the Middle Stoa - at the west

end, for,that - but HAT has seen the Bonstruction of that building as beginning at

ihaxi the east, or high, end.

It will be nice to nave you both back here in the summer. I'll keep my ears

open for a flat. Lately the School has been celebrating octogenarian birthdays,

first mine, than Mrs. Philippides, now tomorrow Paul Clement's. The celebration

is taken ±b» Eo the person, in my case to the 6toa. It is Stave who starts things

and other kind persons who support him.

Thank you both so much for all your kindness to me in the hospital. It is

evident ^hat by this time I really am better than before the op. - if not all

that better!

Yours affectionately to both.
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American Soaool of Glassioal Studies
b4 Swedias Street, Athens 106 76, Greece

February 25, 1986

rrofessor Rhys F, Towisend
Beyartment of Vieual and Ferfprming Arts
Clar^ University
950 Tlain Street

Worcester, Mass., 01610, USA

Dear Rhys:

I have yoir very interesting letter of January 27, It has taken me a while

to look things up, as at seemed necessary to make a new co:nnent on the stampSjjln

0 - R 7 : 10 for the Deposit Summarias, etc, I enclose a copy for you, I am

sending one to , partly in the hope of finding out why he doen not use in his

putilications toe fragmentary Thaaian jar dated in the term of liOYAYZ, the finding

place of which at one time seemed to help date the temple of Apollo Fatroos, It

is ap.-arently entirely confirmatory, that is, what we already kaow about the date

of the jar, Ferhaps in the meanwhile he has decided that the overlap of the temple

over the drain from the pit was not enough of an overlap, (See deeberia 6, i,)37,

pp,3:8*886* 101-104, and figs# 54 and 126 - his article on the West Side Buildings.)

Note at the end of the comment enclosed on 0-R 7 ; 10 the proposed date of

ca, 340-320 B.C. for the stamps in this deposit, I would say roughly 3/4 of 4th

century. But the single-name Thasian stamps apparently don't begin until ca,

340 B.C. And if as I seem to have heard there are coins datable after 322 B.C.

in the deposit, the stamps do not as yet allow me to insist on 325 rather than 320,

I do still think Ci 10 ; 1 goes down past 300 B.C., as earlier sugr-osted by

Fred Winter the Younger in connection with pottery comparanda fcimd at Gordion,

Q 10 : 1 seems to follow in date a series of 4th oenturj' fills in Thasos published

by Y, Garlan in the of 1966, the latest of which was the Upper Layer at the
Gate of Zeus (BCH 1966, pp,623-642): the 10 Thasian eponyms in R 10 ; 1 include 5

(AIZXFIbtU, AIEXFaN, AFIETiiildtiZ, AFlZTOdlKOZ, KG) in oommon with that Thasos
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Uppar Layer, as v/all as 5 new ones not in any/i of Garlan's stratified groups in

feis 1966 article (NIK0AHM02 Ist, HOYAYAAHS, ilPHillllOAIZ, liYeiSiN III, IlY0iaN IV).

The Q 10 ; 1 Thasian oponyms 4n the other hand do not include any of those at
(AiCvIAAKHZ, IAMAH2, KAKOZTPATOZ),

KoroniAihich should date somewhere about 270 B.C. Comparative material at

Koroni has suggested a date of not later than 280-275 for the Zenon Group stamps

in l&SHSi. Bass's Hellenistic wreck (see my article forthcoming in BCH Suppl. 13?),

and the wreck had a Thasian jar with a stamp naming UY0IS2J, no. V in the sequence

of iiY0ISd'I styles, whereas 10 ; 1 iias examples of 11. Ill (2) and II. IV (S).

Q 10 : 1 may be set, somewhat negotiably, at ca. 310-290 B.C. It is

certainly later than the Construction Fill. But, except for the two handles thar seam

to have been wrongly attributed, in neither of these two fills approaches a late

3rd century date, see your p.2, para 2.

I note with interest on your p.2,near top, that you say "construction necess

arily began at the north where the ground was lower". It has certainly seemed to

me that something similar must have bean done with the Middle Ston - at the west

end, for,that - but HAT has seen t ie aonstruotion of that building as beginning at

iteaa the east, or high, end.

It will be nice to nave you both back hare in the summer. I'll keep my ears

open for a flat. Lately the School has been celebrating ootoganarian birthdays,

first mine, than Mrs. Philippides, now tomorrow Paul Clement's. The celebration

is taken ins ^ the person, in my oase to the btoa. It is Steve who starts things

and other kind persons who support him.

Thank you both so much for ell your kindness to me in the hospital. It is

evident ^hat by this time I really am better than before the op. - if not an

that better!

Yours affectionately to both.

llililiiHMlMlMi



Department of
Visual and Performing Arts

CLARK UNIVERSITY

950 Main Street

Worcester, Massacfiusetts 01610

27 January 1986

Virginia Grace
American School of Classical Studies

54 Souidias Street
Athens GR-106 76

GREECE

Dear Miss Grace:

Greetings from Massachusetts. Now that you have returned to
Athens, I find myself back in Holden, which is bad luck for me,
since there was much I wanted to ask you regarding the Square
Peristyle when I was in Greece during the fall. Although I will
make the trek back in the spring, I wonder if could put one pres
sing question to you right now.

Specifically, I would like to know what are your current views
about the date of Deposit Q 10:1—Filling of the South Outer
Foundation of the Square Peristyle. in July of 1983, you indi
cated to me that you considered it to belong to the first quarter
of the third century B.C., or early third century B.C., and drew
my attention to published references suggesting this date (Thasi-
aca, BCH Suppl. V, p. 249, n. 21; and BOT, 1982, p. 21.). In
addition, in your deposit summary, written some years earlier, you
remarked that "in estimating the date of this group of Thasian, it
must be observed that it is clearly a stage later than that from
the construction filling of the Square Building (according to the
shape of handle, and character of stamp, and the way the stamp is
set on the handle)...."

Do you still think that Deposit Q 10:1 chronologically is a stage
later than the construction fill of the building (Deposit 0-R 7-
10)? The reason I ask is that, if this is the case, it may have
significant implications for the history of construction of the
building. As I am sure you know, during the excavation of the
south outer wall, the excavators had a difficult time deciding
whether the wall had actually been built, and robbed out at the
time the building was dismantled; or whether the blocks had never
been laid at all, the still empty trench refilled when construc
tion of the building was curtailed. The evidence is still foggy.
Although there are certain indications, noted by the excavators,
that foundation blocks had not been laid, these signs are not
decisive; and argument can be made, essentially on the basis of

3.



the order or sequence of construction, that the wall naturally
should have been among the earliest elements of the building to be
put in place. The trench certainly was dug at the outset of
construction, with the wall itself expected to follow soon there
after. Yet the south outer wall was not the first one laid;
construction necessarily began at the north where the ground was
lower, and earth fill was brought in early on to level the area as
the outer walls rose. At the south, at least at the southS^^
corner (where the fill came from), the ground was much higher—the
floor of the peristyle actually lay directly on bedrock—and so,
conceivably, the wall itself could wait. If it can be determined
that the fill in this trench is slightly later and distinct from
the construction fill of the building itself, then it is possible
that the builders never got around to constructing this section,
since it is hard to imagine why they would build the wall, only to
dismantle it immediately. It is important, however, that the fill
be chronologically distinct from the construction fill because
building fill was pushed into other trenches of the Square^Peri-
style at the time the structure was dismantled. There was such a
vast quantity of it that it formed a ready source of earth for
rough grading of the area. (This can be firmly established, I
believe.) ^

I would greatly appreciate your opinion whether the evidence of
the stamped amphora handles supports the position outlined above,
i.e., that the outer wall trench was filled in at a date only a
little later, but still chronologically distinct from the time
when the construction fill of the building was brought in. Or
could it have been put in place when the building went out of use
and was dismantled at the turn of the third to second centuries?

This past fall I looked at the pottery lots from the south outer
wall, and, to my eye, they may contain material that is slightly
later than the construction fill. But I would like Susan Rotroff
to look at the lots. Hopefully, she will be able to do so this
summer (there are not many lots). It is also important, of
course, to establish if the deposit contains material that is much
later than the early third century.

Many thanks for your help with this question. I would like to
clear it up, as it is one of the last remaining stumbling blocks
(pardon the pun) regarding the history of construction of the
building. I realize, however, that such close dating and fine
distinction of the material simply may not be possible, especially
at this period. Nevertheless, i was encouraged by your comments
in the deposit summary where you point out the differences between
the south outer wall fill and the construction fill.

How is everything in Athens? Helen and I are looking forward to
getting back in May. We hope to rent an apartment for the entire

I|
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summer, and in fact, would like to find a place, both pleasant and
inexpensive enough to hold onto year-round. It gets very tiresome
hunting up new digs every trip. If you happen to hear of any
thing, please keep us in mind!

All the best to you.

Yours,

Rhys F. Townsend

-3-
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10.VI.58

VG; no useful mode of reference yet for most of
the fills listed in your Sq^^are Bidg. analyses -
hut i suppose we may hope for more before the
end of the summer; meanwhile there are twp~^
which have numbers (though by no means adeUuate
lists):

Q 9:k French for foundation of South siyO^pbate
Bidg (i.e. back fill in plundered

trench)

Q 10:1 ^ill in trench for outer wall of
Square Bidg,

LT



'/I- I
I V

-0-R 7-iO (not 2.> I think as in Hoiril/and msv) Construction^

filling of B.quare. Peristyle

i ' (so cited in Howland ms., and hence can

i_-T/ "be so used; "but same considerations apply

as ahove.)
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SAH IN FILLS ASSOCIATED WITH SQUARE BLDG. ,

Tha SAH inventory numbers ooffeered for each of the Square Building groups

are listed at the beginning of the analysis of the group: see attached

papers. Please let me know of any oorreotions to be made in these lists

In summary, these seem to bo the dates indicated by the handles:

Q- (I - 16 Gonstruotion filling of the Square Building: third quarter of 4th century,

if one discards as erroneously listed the Thasian SS 11524, and the Chian SS 11496

which belong in d^te with the Pill over the Floor. (Note they were listed by EV

with some indication of doubt.) Also I have no good information on SS 10932 and

SS 11567.

The five remaining handles are dated with unusual firmness in, or not long

before, the third quarter.

:^ Fill in trench for outer wall of Square Building; last quarter of 4th century^

Fill over floor of Square Building; 3rd century, to ca, 200 B.C. (a little
f. ' , <• \ 1 . '

before the MSBF.)

MSBF: to oa. 185 B.C. '

South Stoa Building Fill: mostly MSBF types, but 2 or Sa little later, before
16® B.C. < •VlT* A -v_c^.O A I / /-j. ^ -y 3-

Water oBannel -to east of Stoa Shops XI-XV (SS 11356-11370, 2A 1120-1636):

Mostly 188-167 B.C.} possibly a little later is SS 11358.

I Construotion filling of Brick Building (SS 11075-11085, and 11621-4 from
j beneath floor); mostly 188-167 B.C., and possibly alittle later, cf. SS 11075-7
1 V1 f. • f ic„ .

about which I am not sure of the precise date. ,f.a OUAO L/X VAW prO0159 aaXOe ^ ^ f ^ Z, f

Trench for foundation of S stylobate of Square Bun8^np|.fRK 13224.S5)}
* \

f\ mostly 188-167 B.C., but SS 15233, which names tha eponym KABYMBPOTOZ, is later,
'i ' perhaps about 150?

V

' '• • . " - ••

Sti:
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SMl FROL! SA.iPI3Rao,3AST.PILL IN TRENCH PGR OUTER »VALL

\ QDn:, v-'.r XT .A'-v^.-

jv

lyT
>0"

' I

I'

fabrioant

,, ^f 1 I •

\v <0

« • 1

device

OF SQUARE BUILDING;?,2622

eponym SS

PHASIAN < AlZXPISffl

^ AIZXP2N

API2TEIAH2

f APIZT0AIK02

m

Ai-

B-nord

vase VIII

11493

13223

11609

11484

S.A

KHi'I20:J2N

NIKOAHMOZ I

NIKOAHMOZT-

- nOYAYAAHZ

nOyAYAAHZ

IIOYAYAAHZ

C LPHSIiiOAIZ y,
i;

5'. AIIY0ISZ1I III T1
/ /

^T./ riYOiSiN IV

\

IIYQiaN IV

HYSISiN IV

nY©IS2N'/V

jggESOUSSAN

.'IART^ UD iif
^OUP

trident

herm

pomegranate

eel

head

turtle

11487

11499

oar y •'

13221--

11500

11610

11611

11489

11483

11613..

11525

11526

11488

11494

13222

lamp ?

shield ?

torch

device

•V

*Vi

'0,,

AZT.HPAKAEliOS 11485

AZT a a/ 11497

AZTYI^OMOZL 11498

11490

I>4" V •'1
. A. Vrr .4... i f ^ J A

SS 11483-494

11497-500

11525-526

11608-613

13221-223

shape,etc
of stamp

P 22240

6. H 4J . .

»o . nt

Q I
J<S>vi'

retr.

retr.

0 '

P
/-•

I

/"?
f

o



JL,

IKIAN

ONKI^fO.VN

OHIGIN

fabrixrant

or reading

IKION

H

undeciphered

device ?

J

device

-2-

eponym SS

11486

11491

11492

11608

11612

shape,etc
of stamp

retr.

unstamped, catalogued for its dipiato, . • , . , , P 22240, part of neck of

jar with heavy flaring rim, roughly made of porous clay fired tan at core,
lighib red near surface, buff surface.

SS 11483-494,11497-500,11525-26 from Pier 10,Bast»Fill in trench for outer
wall of Square Building; p.2622 ^DD: P 22240, part of neck of jar with dipinto

SS 11608 from Pier 10 B.Trench for outor wall of Square BuildingJtop.p.2624
Sams general fill as 2A 1710 (SS 11483)

SS 11609-613 from Filling of plundered foundation trench .or Soujcibhwall of
Square Building, Stoa Pier 10,Bjp.2622i Jcf.SS .11468 ff.

SS 13221-223 From filling of south outer foundation of Square Building,area
of Stoe PAtrrs 10-lljp,2,982

2

1.YI.58

Of the stamps of Chersone^ found at the Agora, those listed here are three
30iS3iout of a total five. One of thw remaining two^s a duplicate of SS 11485 of the

present deposit, SS 8929 from hi underground drain at west end of section, datable
, ^ attributable.bout 300(?). Ihooe four to Akhmuror's Group I of this

Ola.., *.loh h. dato. 320-250 B.C.: th. naM SAHOOS app».r. only In thi.^ eroup,
the nam. HPAKABIOZ in thih a. wll .. in the other throe. (The othol^wio"at th.
Agora, SS 9171, na.t,. an a.tynomo. ILtod by Akh. in hi. Group IV (180-100 BO), «,d it.
context - NN, Great Drain South - thus suppowtt Akh.'s chronology.)

For the Thasian, there is not much independent context evidence for these names:
at Thasos, accompanying pottery suggested a date of before 300 for APIZTOAIKOZ} at
Doura. the top of a jar of nPHSinOAIZ was found under a floor laid between 300 and 259



B.C.; there ia nothing useful at the Agora except this deposit. (The MSBF, vjhioh

has some Thasian earlier th§n these, does not contain stamps of any of these persons,

prohahly - only one of a different AISXP2H, and three of one or two different men

named IIlff0I2N, according to arrangement of stamps, and fabric.) Their fabric helps
but

to set off this group; no rims are preserved on these particular handles, on other
rather fat ' '

handles nf with these persons named occurs the^rolled rim which follo^vs the earlier

angular profile (cf. Pnyx, p.l24), and is itself replaced in tho third century by

BoiiBthing ef-ffiuoh loso proj-ootiatu (Fat rolled rim knovm with API2TEIAH2, nPHS-
unusually

inOAIS, and nYQISN III and IV.) Several of thejM handles here listed are sartixninriy

broad and thin, cf. particularly those of API2TBIAH2, KH^I20w2M with kreagra,

NIK0AHM02 N'ith harm. Not only the rims, but usually also the upper actaohny/enta of
are

handles, xx missing, and probably most had relatively long upper parts, as on the
(d ome of

handle of AI2XPIS3J, Thasos 2212, preserved with both attachments, no rim. ^('̂ he less
broad handles may have oane from jars of less than unit size, of. the larger and

smaller jars from Pontamo, IJiodes VG 125 and 126,/ probably of about this period.)
it

In estimating the date of this group of Thasian, must observe tha-^is clearly

a stage later than that from the construction filling bf the Squ. Bldg. (according
of handle,

to shape^and character of stamp, and the way the stamp is set cn the handle), and
that it ief ny belief that the construoticxi filling lot arc datable later than 340

ostr. filling
B.C., according to the type of stamp (Cf. Pnyx, p.123.). This^lot belong to the
period still of the angular rim, one of which is preserved oa 5S 11G03, while the

others,as remarked, probably had rolled rims. In the two groups, the

whole jars probably looked respectively like SS 14261 (jar of THAiillAXOZ, from

F 17 : 5) and SS 10340 (jar of KAEO'JffiH, from D16 ; 1), however, 10340 does not
have broad handles. rv". ... \

or out in 5

For the group with stcunps having letters in a quartered oiecle. which may
diirect

be from Thasos (Bon nos. 2146 ff.), there seems to be no bettor,.evidone0 on date
A\

thAn the present deposit, but similar types eoour on coins apparently of the mif-

4th oentury (cf, Staerman, "Pottvey Stamps of Tyras", p.46).

No more chronological evidenoo for the remaining h andles of our group.
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From notes taken by ne on tbie sherds in April 1952; included irere unstamped

Tfaasian handles, some with fat rolled rim, some with a smaller, thinner rim, like

that on SS 10340; also a toe of the offset kind like that on SS 14261, but the

offeet end is longer (0,055 instead of ca, 0,035 as on SS 142G1; of, also Bon,

p,20, fig, 4, no.l, jar in Tliasos, no stamp preserved).

Also included: among Ghian unstamped fragments, a rim-and-handle piece, smd

part of a deeply pierced toe, both thought to be of the last quarter of the fourth

xmisi century; a couple of bits apparently of Coan jars; sxsraipaaxaf rim-and-handle
of the three

fragments which present information suggests may be Rhodian, fiaacixtHaarsfxtiiM latter-

4th century Rhodian jar types. Other classes are identifiable.

The lack of normal Rhodian is in keeping with a date before 500 B.C.

I .
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SAH FROtS 2AiPI3R]]L0,EAST.FILL IN TRENCH FOR OLfTSR WALL ••
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0 (^A' 2*VII*S6 ' Tfo^l)
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I

' * W V. ,' fi

I'

T
^ ^ -j

fabrioant

TrtASlA*^ '

1

device

\
OF SQUARE BUILDING-piSesa

eponym SS

SS 11483-494

11497-500

11525-526 A

11608-613 ,- ^ (trrFT)
13221-223'^ •

P 22240

shape,eto
of stamp

retr.

retr.

I O . • •••- >

Q tn I

0

. 2 n

/t

T
I

r

< AIZKPIS2N :rX' /"X- s-nord 11493

A AISKPSN vase VIII 13223

AP12TEIAH2 -L? de^p4^ ,c,»vw..^-nerY-^ 11609

API2T0AIK02 ".v.. rosette 11484

KH4IZ0<&S!N "v kreagra 11487
11499

KHiI20iS2N -;-• trident 1322Ir^

c NIK0AJ1M02 -I —" hem 11500

NIKOAHMOSt pomegrsyiate 11610 .

nOYAYAAHZ eel 11611

nOYAYAAHZ head 11489

nOYAYAAHZ turtle 11483

/
c

IlFHSinOAIZ^J^ oar / -T 11613y..,

/ /
,nY©I2N III T1 CS. 11525'

riYOlSN IV lamp ? 11526

i
1 ITY0IS2N IV shield ? 11488
!

HlOIffiN IV torch 11494

\ ;nY©IS!N^_^j; device CLEL 13222

•f"
A-'

/ -n?*-. -I-I
•

ONSSAN ^ ^ \
dHEftSCH^SA*^

SI-ED

P

Oa/\<^TepFl> CKJCLP
CrAou p

AZT .EFAUBig^ 114 85

A2T.^AM0D<i 11497

A2TYNCM0Z\_ 11498

11490



fabrivant

or reading

IKION

0,W •H
IN

undeciphered

device ?

.f^l ^
unstamped, catalogued for its dipinto, •

CtA. 3

device

-2-

eponym SS shape,etc
of stamp

11486 retr,

11491

11492

11608 0

11612

* • • P 22240, part of neck of

jar with heavy flaring rim, roughly made of porous clay fired tan at core,
light red near surface, buff surface.

SS 11483-494,11497-500,11525-26 from Pier 10,SaBt,Fill in trench for outer
"S-II Sq^uajre Building^ p,2622 Annt p 299AA ,b n- ^ , vo-iAuu: p 22240, part of neck of Jar with dipinto

SS 11608 from Pier 10 B,Trench for outer wall of Square Buildingttop.p.2624
Same genaml fill as SA 1710 (SS 11483)

SS 11609-615 from Filling of plur^ered foundation trench lor Sou*thwall of
Square Building, Stoa Pier 10,E;p.2622| jof,88111463 ff.

From filling of south outer foundation of Square Building.area
of Stoa Piers 10-lljp.2_,982

2

1.YI.58

Of the stamps of Chersonesos found at the Agora, those listed here are three

iO'OZ.

out of atotal five. One of thr remaining two^s aduplicate of SS 11485 of the
present deposit, SS 8929 from AAunderground d^in at west end of section, datable
about 300(?), Those four axH..)c)ctx±i)Mt«i)iaxsqpyar«*±iy to Akhmerov's Group I of this
cUs=, Which h, date. 520-250 B.C., the na» afflaOL appear, only in thl^ srenp,
the neM. HPAKMI02 in thi.>e »11 a. in the ether three. (Ihe ethe^^^^dr at the
Agera, SS 9171. nan®, an aetynco. lieted by Akh. in hie Group 17 (lsO-100 BO), and it.
context - mi. Great Drain South - thu. support* Akh.'e ohronology.)

For the I>£^. there i. net „uoh independent context exldenoe for these na,..,,
at Iha.oe, aoooapanying pottery enEseeted adate of before 500 for APmOilEOJ, at '
Doura, the top of aJar of nPffimOdU wa. found under afloor laid between 500'.nd 259
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B.G.j there ifi nothing useful at the Agora except this deposit, (The MSBF, idiioh

has some Thasian earlier thgn these, does not oontain stamps of any of these pek'sons,

probably - only one of a different AIZXPSET, and three of one or two different men

named IIB0I2N, acoording to arrangement of stamps, and fabric.) Their fabric helps
but

to set off this group; no rims are presajrved on these particular handles,.on other
rather fat ^

handles xitf with these persons named oocura tho^rolled rim which follows the earlier
angular profile (cf, Pnyx, p,124), and is itself replaced in the third century by

8one thing loco -projaotion, (Fat rolled rim known with APIZTBIAHS, IIPHS-
unusually

inOAIZ, and TIYQISOT III and IV,) Several of thejoi handles hero listed are jaxtimtiariy

broad and thin, of, particularly those of APIZTBIAHZ, KH§IZC)42N with kreagra,

NIKOAHMOZ with herm. Not only the rims, but usually also the upper attachnv^ente of
are

handlffi, ia missing, and probably most had relatively long upper parts, as on the
(borne of

handle of AIZXPISH, Thasos 2212, pr^sejrved with both attachments, no rim, iQss

broad handles may have come from jars of loss than vinit size, of, the larger and

smaller jars from Pontamo, Pdiodos 7G 125 and 126,^ probably of about this period,)

In estimating the date of this group of Thasian, must ob8ei*ve tha^^is olearly

a stage later than that from the ccaietruotian filling bf the Squ, Bldg, (according
of handle,

to shapely and character of stomp, and the way the stamp is set cn the handle), and
that it is" my bebief that the oonstruotion filling lot aro datable later than 340

ostr, filling
B.C., according to the type of stamp (cf. Pnyx, p.123,), This,lot belong to the

n\

period still of the angular rim, one of v/hioh is preserved cai bS 11003, while the

others,as remarked, probably liad ttctttsh rolled rims. In the two groups, the

whole jars probably looked respectively like SS 14261 (jar of THABMAXOZ, from

F 17 ! 3) and SS 10340 (jar KAS05S2N, from D16 ; l)^ however, SS 10340 does not
have broad handles,

^ ) or cut in 3
For the group with stamps having letters in a quartered oigole. which may

direct

he from Thasos (Ben nos, 2146 ff»), there seems to be no better^evidenoe on date
thAn the present deposit, but similar types ooour on coins apparently of the mif-

4th century (of. Steermn, "Pottroy Stamps of Tyras", p.46).
No more chronological evidence for tho remaining h andles of our group.
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From ncrtoe taken by me on tbo aherde in April 1952| included -were unstamped

Tliasian handles, some with fat rolled rim> some with a smaller, thinner rim# like

that on SS 10S40| alep a toe of the offset kind like that on SS 14261, but the

offset end is longer (0,065 instead of ca, 0,035 as on SS 14261; of, also Bon#

p.20, fig, 4, no.l. Jar in Thasos, no stamp preserved).

Also included: among Chian xmstamped fragments, a rim-and-handle piece, and

part of a deeply pierced toe, both thought to be of the last quarter of the fourth

nsta century; a couple of bits apparently of Coan Jars; axxaapinxn#,rim-and-handle
of the three

fragments which present information suggests may be Rhodlan. i

4th century Rhodian Jar types. Other olaeees are identifiable.

The lack of normal Rhodian is in keeping with a date before 800 B.C, ;
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Section ^

FILL OVER PLOOR OF SQ.UARE BUILDING

p

I
p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

20188a-h
20189

20190a-b

20191
20192
20193a-b
20194
20195
20196
20197

P 20198
P 20199
F 20200
r 20201
p 20202
P 2Q203
P 20204a-b
p 20205
p 20206
P 20207
p 20208
p 20209
P 20210
P 20278
P 20280
P 20284
P 20321
p 20327
p 20328
P 20329
P 20330
P.20331
P 20333

1. 4613
L 4615

4616

4617
4618
4619

4620
4621

4633
4644

4647

L

L

L
L

L

L

L

L

L

SS 10777^

SS 10793^
SS 10794^
SS 10795^
SS 10796^'

SS 10797-
SS 10798^

Hell, krater fr, moulded and W^S.
Fr. large ''Teg. bowl or krater
Meg. bowl frs. signed BIONOC
Meg. fr. of rim : Graffito MYC
Bowl fr. relief medallion
Fr. V/.S. bowl
Base., large Hell, pot, B.G.
Lug handle open bowl, B.G^^^_______-
Coarse amphora neck-—^—
Fr. plastic vase
B.G. plate fr.; graffito
R.F. stand.fr.
B.G. cup fr. w. pigment
Coarse amphora lid
R.F. loutrophoros neck
R<F. lebes gamlkos stand fr.
Meg. frs.

Fr. of Meg. bowl or krater
Bowl fr., Incised pentagons

fr., nodules
bowl, outturned rim
pyxis fr.
lid fr.

Base fr. of footed relief bowl
Rim fr., coarse bowl, Fehlbrad
Meg. fr.
Coarse amphora lid
Prag»y Meg. bowl
B.G. bowl fr.:graffito
Applique fr,
Unguenterium
*eg. fr.

Meg.
B.G.
B.G.
R.F.

Type
Type
Type
Two-nozzled
Type
Type XII

" " Jnoulded
Type XVII1 fr.
Type XII moulded
Type
Type XVIII

S.A.ir.

S.A.R. Rhodlan
S.A.H. »

S.A.H. Thasian
S .A. H«

S.A.H.
S.A.H.

i <7^ .^ C A~||rv 3
sA'+ ^ <5-4.o ^

iKi "mis

•3-b /O -7-V-V

I c-T-T'i —

fOVofe - '/o^ o<^

? 0 % >V - I o ^ -<4
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Section

FILL OVER FLOOR OF SQUAEE BUILDING (cont'd
11.02-

BS 10799- S.A.H. Knidian ?
SS 10800^ S.A.H. Rhodian pt.
SS 10801- S.A.H. "
SB 10802- S.A.H.

SS 10806- S.A.H. Rhodian Rt.
SS 10807' S.A.H. « Rii

SS 10808- S.A.H. « (ti
SB 10809- S.A.H. « P.ii.

SS 10811- S.A.H.

SS 10812- S.A.H. Rhodian 0^.
BS 10813- b.A.H. " Rt.
SS 10814a-b S.A.H. Thasianl^t
SS 10815- S.A.H. Rhodian

SS 10816- S.A.H. «

SS 10817- S.A.H. -

SS 10818- S.A.H. ^

SS 10819- S.A.H. Rhodian Rfi..

SS 1C82G- S.A.H.

SS 10821- S.A.H. Rhodian n..

SS 10822- S.A.H. « fX.
SS 10823- S.A.H.
SS 10824' S.A.E.
SS 10825- S.A.H.

T^.SS 10827- S.A.H. Thasian
SS 10828- S.A.H, Rhodian ?fi>.
SS 10829' S.A.H. Dl.
SB lw830- S.A.H* Rhodian Rt,
SS 10831- S.a.K. '•
SS 10833' S.A.H, 0-
SS 10834- S.A.H. Rhodian
SS 10835- b.a.h. «
BS 10836^ S.A.H. •« «,•
:SS
iSLiStia

:lG837v - SiA.H. "
1 .tt*

SB

rS-JS'jQw5 dS 5

10838'
r&SifiS'SJI ^

S.A.H. " ft
SS 10839' S.A.H. "
oe 10840- S.A.H. «♦

SS 10841 S.A.H.
SS 10842' S.A.H. Rhodian rX.
SS 10843- S.A.K. " 0
SS 10844- S.A.H»
SB 10845- S.A.H. Rhodian Rl
SS 10846' S.A.E. * 0.
SS 10847- S.A.H. "
SS 10G48- S.A.H. "
SS 10849' S.A.H. "
SS 10850- S *A. H*
SS 10851- S.A.H.
SS 10852- S.A.H. Rhodian Pt
SS 10853- S.A.H.
SS 10854- S.A.H. •
SS 10855- S.A.H. ci
SS 10856- S.A.H* Thaelan til
SS 10857- S.A.E.
SS 10858- S.A.H.

SS 10859^
SS 10860^
SS loaer

SS 10862^
SS 10863-^

SS 10865^
SS 10867^

SS 10868^
SS loseo-'
SS 10870-'
SS 10 871^
SS 10872-^
SS 10873'
SS 10874^
SS 10875'

SS 10876-
SS 1087r
SS 10878-

SS 10879-
SS 10880^
SS 10881-

SS 10832^
SS 10883-

SS 10884-'
SS 10885'^
SS 10886-
SS 10887-
SS 10888-
SS 10889-

SS 10890-
SS 10908-
SS 10934^
SS lOOSS--

-SS 10936-
SS 10937-
SS 10938-

-SS 10939-
SS 10958-
SS 10959-
SS 10960--

T

T
T
T
T
T

T

T

T

T
T

T

T

T

T

2968
2970
2971
2972
2973

2974
2975
2976
2977

2978
2979
2980
2981

2992
2993

y 2 ij

S.A.H

S.A.H

S.A.H

S.A.H
S.A.H

Heck.

S.A.H
S.A.H

S.A.H
S.A.H

S.A.H
S.A.H
S.A.H
•S.A.H
S.A.H
S.A.H

S.A.H
S.A.H
S.A.H
S.A.H
S.A.H

•S.A.H
S.A.H

S.A.H

S.A.H

S.A.H
S.A.H

S.A.H

S.A.H
S.A.H

S.A.H
S.A.H
S.A.H
S.A.H

S.A.H
s/a.h
S.A.H

S.A.H
S.A.II

S.A.H

Thasi

Rhodi
It

H

fr. w.

Rhodi
M

Thasi

stamp
an

m.

4
an

it.

an

anKnidl

Coan
•Rhodi

«t

H

M

n

ti

tt

tt

tt

tt

II

II

H

Knidi

an

an

Rit.
(di.

vX-
Ri!,.

. Thasi an

. ^nldian

. Rhodian ^

• Coan

. Thasi an

TC head
drapery fr,
heads
fig. fr.
fr, TC plaque
TC relief
fig. fr.
head fr.
fr. mould
head
torso

mould fr.

mould fr.

Imitation kleroteri
On

t- -..t L. •



A 1476
A 1479
A 1493

BI 642
BI 643

Section ^ A

FILL OVER FLOOR OF SQUARE BUILDING (cont'd)

poros moulding fr. B 889 Bronze ring
Fr* pebble pavement
Fr. liiypaethral tile ST 462 Unfinished marble pestle

Bone pin -
W " 0 •,

CLAY FLOOR OF SQUARE BUILDING

' -I • g

5

V 20276 Meg. fr. ' " '
P 20286 Meg. fr. ' ^ ^
p 20887 Fr. of lajrge Meg. bowl or krater ' •
P 20295 Base fr., footed Meg. bowl

(> iA

P

SP 10931 S.A.H. Rhodian ^

L 4648 Type XII

p 20279
p 20291
p 20298
p 20299
p 20303
P 20518
p 20334
p 20335

L 4641
L 46 42
Jj 4643

SQUARE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION FILL

E.G. Bowl; Graffito
R.F. fr.
B.G, kantharos fr. dipinto
B.F. fr,
B.G. bowl, relief medallion
B.G. fish plate
B.G. kantharos fr.;graf.
B.G. pyxis base ; graf.

Type VII
Mln* lamp
VII b

T 2983
T 2990
T 2991
MG 805
MC 806

B 890

G 392

G 391

I 6228

SS 10901 S.A.H. S« Russian IL 1070
SB 10914 S.A.H. Thaaian t j.,
SS 10932 S.A.H. I494
SS 10941 S.A.H. Thasian •i

PRE-SQUARE BUILDING FILLS

P 20281 B.G. bowl fr. ; graffito
p 20282 kantharos fr.;graffito
P 20283 B.G".? pyxia fr.;graffito
P 20333 Coarse handle fr. ; graffito

L 4634 Type VII

Head
Dove
Fig. fr.
Stamped Pyr.ioomweltyv, J
TC. mould fr.

Tweezers

Bead
Fr.? moulded cup

Inscr. fr.

Lead weight

Hypaethral tile fr.



Section

PRE-SQUARE BUILDING FILLS (cont'd)

T 2994 Mould fr.

I 6226a-c Inscr. fr. Hym.

L 4657 Type VII b

BI 645 Bone flute fr.

SS 10905 S.A.H.
O

P 20294a-b B.G. pot fr.:graff.
P 20296
p 20297

ST 466

SS 10933

P 20325
P 20300
P 20301
P 20302
P 20320

L 4638

A 1490

BI 393

P 20315

L 4646

R.F. fr.

R.P. fr.

Base fr. statuette, Hym.

S.A.H. Tbei ni an

L «j-~-

^ -s/- < t-

Ostrakon ; Sokratea
B.G. Pyjcia fr. stamped
Pr.R.F. stemless cup
B.G. cup base, graff.
B.G. stamped fr.

Type

Boric cap. fr.

Bone stylus fr.

B.G. bowl

Type VII

3A

.

•• a
.

6

H.o<^
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13,Ol
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/

t4 ?<;

i

,!5=C^—

APTEMIAfcPOa

APTEMIAi^POZ

AAM0KPATH2

AI02

M2K02

ij:AAANIK02

EIlir0(N02)

EPiffiN

©EYAS^P02

qEYA^P02

©EYAfcP02

rose

rose

rose

rose

A0PKYAIAA2

C/5_

nAN.

M-

SENO(

EYKAH2 ©E2.

IEP,EY#PAN£P

eAP2iaOAI2 't KAP,
'> .-

AID.

KAP.

feEY#AllH2 l\ , KAP.

5.0Z.

\,
\

i

i

0

b

5
I:

5

5

a
1
B

/ B

B

10837

10822

10880

10835

10816

10845

10860

10821

10847

10830

10819

10881

10861

10806

10883

?r^rt'-'L,. -- | .
jflLDING

shape

20.IXI.58

Sll,—.

o

o

o

7 >
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RHODIAE

SAH

fabpicant

Q r"- M
f' •//303:7'
FROM 2A, FILL OVLR FLOOR OF SQUARE BUILDING •

"fe. H -^IX^ k\ X o. t3 H-
i«<,.,..„«»-j. uk,<7^ K'----''-—»»• [

device eponyra month SS shape

symbol
fop

Helios

eponym month SS

ArHZIiLlOZ 10836

Pibboned ArH2irLI02
trident

D )
HAN.

y»

10800

pose ArH2lITa02

ArA£KPlT02 F

10869

10815

0

ANAS1AA2 pose 10885 0

ANTir0N02

ANTirONOz

pose

pose lEPffiN

APT.

3

10793

10831

0

0

AP12T0KPATH2 10938

rose APM021AA2 'hirp. 10862 0

APTEMlASiP02
i_ 1- *—

AlO. 10848

APT£MlAfeP02 10837

AAM0KPATH2 rose 10822 0

A102 10880

A12K02
%) 0

HAN. 10835

rose A0PKYA1AA2 M- 10816

BAAAN1K02 rose 10845 0

EIIir0(N02) HENO( 10860

EPMCN pose

EYKAH2 eE2.

10821

10847

lEPjEY-^PANEP C- 10830

eAP2inoAi2 ' L KAP. 10819

©EYA£P02 AlO. 10881

eEYAi<iP02 kap. 10861

feEYA&P02

feEY#ANH2 1^

9 10806

. kap. 10883

20.III.58

iOLU.

T7



fabricant

RHODIAN ANTirONOS

KPESN

KPE2N

KPE&N

AY2AKIAS

MENT2P

PffiNSN

?»1HN0ASP02

TvlIKYGOS

MIKYGOZ

MIKY0O2

EniroC^o2)

nAY2ANIA2

2£KPATH2

2SKPATH2

22KPATH2

device

rose

Helios
'•'head"

device

rose

rose

arrow to r.

head of
Helios

rose

rose

rose

burning
torch

burning
torch

- 2 -

eponym month SS

IEPScN"--^"_^f'

KAAMKPAT^A2 ^

AAA.

HET.

2MI.

(nOAYAPATH2,ep.) 'p

2MI.

AFP.

©S2.

SEN0(

SEN02TPA(T02) HAN.

rSEN0'i'ANH2
r. . p

SEN04ANH2

EE.^04ANT02

APT.

AFP.

ilOAYKPATHZ

nOAYK.PATH2 2MI

2IMYAIN02

2IMYAIN02 YAK.

10831

10843

10801

10875

10884

10809

10828

10868

10794

10878

10840

10852

10863

10860

10886

10834

10846

10813

10812

10833

10867

10807

10808

10879

10829

10842

l3i oy

sha pe

o

o

o

o

ttt -f-'f



t

13,6^

fabrlcant

RHODIAN 2CKPATH2

device

burning
torch

- 3 -

epotiyin month SS shape

10876

4'IAAINI02 wreath

rose

TIMOKAEIAAZ ©E2.

AFP.

3 ,¥1,58

10882

10877

10855

10818

10838

10839

10849

A check of the Rhodian here listed iudicaiws that the bulk of the -SS handles

are of the first half of the 3rd centuryT'^d that only 6 or 7 are probably as

late as 220 B.C. or later. These are the two of AHTirONOS with rose, SS 10793

and 10831, of which the latter names also the eponym I3PS2?Ij two T^l^Tn^T1g the eponyja

$Etx*dx*±dtioxtiai*«ixxs*p»xtix*i:yxg8xii6iBiii9xi4iSfi$xaKiix8gxifte88x<idti6M£mg8^

one naming the eponym AOFiYAIAAS (SS 10616, small fragment), and three with potters'

stamps, of AA}.fOKPATH2 (SS 10822. possibly a pair with SS 10846, ep. BENO^AUHi:),
of AI02 (SS 10880), and ilAAINIOS (SS 10877), All these are present in the

Pergamon deposit, and also in the MSBP; I think none need date later than

200 B.C.

/sjfvo Lvri
X-H — (U; 3.tvA

•.r~"/-?% -
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aS.._107S3

10794

1Q801

±0.804

X0..8OX

_10808^

J0807L

±0.812-

ICS 1.3.

10.8±5_

10811-

10818_

.lomt

1Q821

10822

10828-

.10827-

1Q830

to.83.1

.10834:-

-_J0835_

_-to.85^

"PuLjg

SS__l0.837

I0838

10839

10.8.40.

.10.842

_.108_43^

fo845.

J.0844.

J,0847_

10848

±0847

J085Z_

±0855

±08IQ.

-iOSl-l.

±08dZ

-lOSli

loa^B

-108_71.

10Z77

-TO878

_^^=53i=S^_£^ 0> o^Xfl. .

53 1Q879

I088O

1.088

LQ882

10883

.I.a8_85_

-to881

_±0..938.
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STOA OF ATTAL03 * FILL OVER FLOOR OF SQUABS BUILDIHG

THASIAH STAIfPS (10)«

nsnea ,

Att^pP-N^ AAlC
deviesa SS

ropros uncertain - ladle? 10870

EYAINETOZ ddUBie tfe 10934

1 HIKAM2P HTH iwy leaf, tip r. 10814

HIKOAHTAOZ TX vase, type X (frg.) 10827
\

iS^l-9- EATYP02 quirer^ 10955

(^OIPOZ vase,type II (amph.) 10856*

/X0IP02 vase.typo II (araph.) 1079^

(not proaenrod) 10960

(end of stalkl pros*) 10671

Saioa stamp <m thtaa two*

Hano pooclbly Alaohroa*

lljo

Date: Mo pre-ljaoedonian taandlea* and probably all are 3rd oentury* poeeibly-
to bTciifin1l'*o ' T^<?Lr r\ R:_ •wa-t*—«i-a

—vtr.-- - "3 L" AASC)^ TU-*^lv*^ , (jj ^
ilikodonos Tl(mokratoo8?) oooura in EE oiat^era^at 53/E and AA olstem at 81/At,

both of which idggoat a date not later than tksui^Jly 5rd. The two stampa with
Ghoiroe ^ that with Uikanor aoge( aro to be aasooiated with the fill in I oiatem
at 20/U3^here -Uie name Choiros appears in a ataa^ hawinc the iry leaf exactly as
in EE 108K hexw* (The I oiatem had 12 handles» Thaaian, Ohian?« and lUiodian
(chiefly), of which only two of the Hhodian (SE 7085 and 7090) go doen as late as
about 200*)

The fabrio of the group anaiyaed hora indioatea 3rd oont«.aooa to present inf.
Handles are ribbed, clay,in moat,distinctly hard, and the single preserved rim
(SJ 10614) is a smll rolled one, though not as astall as tliat of SS 7663 (handle
and neck fragment of jar of llOPrOi: - for fOPfOi - supposed by>6lta oontext to be
early 2nd).

» SS 10798, 10814, 10887, 10888, 10889, 10870-71, 10984-5, 10960.

VT", Si ^ ^ I
aXfi a.c.

0 K «"«• V-2>

O M a.1 ."i . ^ C-. ^

I -4
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iV*\ a S»'\ri»58 1S.--.c=j >L-.

SAH from 2A, fill OVER FLOOR OF SQUARE BUILDHJG [Q ^ "• ll
V •<..

' 'hTrr,

fabricant davioe aponym KT SS

A0IMl(aj) 1IIICA2LB(0YA02) 79 10850

AI2XYAIU02 bar 98 10889

HPAKAISN nPOMAeifiu 681 10854

©BYTERHS AAJ£0rB(NH2) 696 10888

©PASS2N 0EMI2TSfflATO2 801 10873

NY2(I02) KAEIT0(52H?) 1098 10936

I-rY(2I0Z) , OTAOS(P2U?) 1105 10799

NY.L ? ? 10939

monogram KA? 10851

ligature MSN/riP K 10937

/n? KN

(not read}

10824

10817

Bhapa,
etc.

The two ligatures (second and third of the Early Knidian^ are both present in

the MSBF, and the first (SS 10937) is duplicated in H, iiell. fill at 48-58/lB-ir,
datable apparently in the third quarter of the 3rd B,C»

Among the gnidian proper, all eponyms xxnctxpitMbbijI here listed appear also

in the MSBF, and all stamp Types are duplicated there save kT 79 and 681,
. / 1 ; o x/

Pftt^Tilalcas Groun
'irttinnwi

« O A' of

HTHZINOZ SS 10844

TIMAINETOS 10823

The second of these names is found in the MSBF, also in the Phaidon St. Cistern
South, in Section i, deposit datable earlyish ih the 3rd cent. E.G. (hq speoificj
context dating for ilTHSIKOZ.)



3.71.58 '^.'2-

SAH FROM lA, FILL OVER FLOOR OF SQUARE BUILDING

CHian HrH2I02 SS 10777

10796

SIffl2I02 10797

Both names found in the MSBF, and both are probably datable - ac jording to

other evidence, including context in Chios - in the first half of the 3rd B.C.

Coan BrivQi(AI0A2P02?) 10874

n02IUSNI02?3 10968

No dates esjbablishod for these.

ZH group 10798

Thick early Rhodian shape, dark red clay with remains of light slip, A similar

stamp on a broad Knidian-type handle in the MS3F (SS 12898). j —- t

MiseellaneoUB

Ho rim preserved.
Clay like Chian or
early itn.
On Rh.jars,no rose
stamp of Aristeides.
In any ease, name xpail
spelled with A,not il. EPA2I02 K (retr.)
On Kn.jars, there is
a phtour. rrtio spalls
as here. 0BY framed, retr.

ATK»2 (retr.)

monogr. 'IS

incuse ring

not read

AnSAAHeZ

API2TSIAH2, rose

AYSC

B ?

A

10802

10865

10858

10841

10825

10811

10853

10857

10908

10872

f 10820

10887

10890

10959

' pgrallelB
fkbrio rather Corinthian - - MSBF^PoYla

on neok frg%

fabric "Sikyonian"

of. Pnyx, 234-5 - — —

fabric rather "Sikyonian"

® " Ihiidian

" ofi. Chian

red clay,dark bits
[mushroom rim]

earlier fabrio

FAP III

S, e3/NA
(early 3r

M 18 : 10
(oa.200)

N,4th o ho
(3rd qu.4

(whole handle)
buff olay,light i-ed core
roughly made, brick-like clay
fabric rather "Sikyonian"

Note that for these also the context of parallels ranges from oa mid»4th oentury

to oa* 200 B.C.
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SAH FROM 2A, FILL OVSli FLOOR OF SQUARE BUILDING ]

GENERAL

The attached analyses cover the handles in a list (carbon copy) given me

probably in 1949 by GEE, presumably based on 2A notebooks. Summarized in

numerical order, they are as follows:

SS 10777

10793 - 10802

10806 - 10809

icon - 10825

10827 - 10831

10833 - 10863

10865

10867 - 10890 puJ, I5r W ^ ^ tL ^ ^ ^.A
10908

i ,, 10934 - 10939
10958 - 10960

I should be very grateful for any information correcting or supplementing

this list.

The assortment is as follows: Percentage of dame classes in
MSBF

Thasian 10 (per cent of 1500 handles)
Phodian 57 59

Knidian
Early Kn.

8

4

12* 12 25

Chian 3 1.5

Pameniskoe Grp. 2 .3

Coan 2 3.5

ZH group 1 .3

unclassified 13 4.5

The 6r«.p .eem. to b. ,„lt. olo.. 1« dot. to thot fr<» th. USBT. but to ond u
littlo oarlior. For Inotanoo, u oortiUa luto.t Rhodlab opou,™ of tho 220-180 C,
P.na.0. dopoalt (ATBflPATOE, MdSIBOYAOl, APAI0»Affl2, API®IdA2, APmodAMOX, APOT®
AFIIAAIAAZ, and SBN0$2N) are not found in the MSBF. so aiu un« Mcnr, so a few Rhodinn eponyms who have



- 2 . '^.if

"2,^ .

beea noted as later than the majority in the MSBF (ATAOYMBPOTOS* AIiraziAAMOZ,
\c\C ](\l^ ] ' '' \\^\

AIiniTSP, AFXIAAM02, 0EAIAHTO2, and probably KAEYKPATHZ) are not found in the present grop

group. The smller size of this latter however make the absence of a name less

significant than in the case of the tlSBF.

This group p^ierhaps does not go beyond 200 B.C.

A , -

fc— ^

FJU p-d-rv-^ ^J' ^taLj b-A

TT ^ ^

66w ^(jP Q_ r
^ O »(• ' ) ^ n i Â "

:^a,vTrT-.6, i-T --fpP-
-2.0 0 D..C,, 'CT" ^ LJ^

(P-^ 1 -tx-i c

X"V"^ It ^
o—/ Mr,pf

u " „ i
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Jl-* i.t
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4. C. TO
sADh

/' ' -f

19.III.52

KNI lAH
(aluh.by
eponym)

rx:

SAH from water channel to east of Stoa Shops XI-XV,
put out of use'and probably filled in at time of con
struction of stoa of Attalos (XII.,pp. 2341 ff)
July 27-31,1950 '

•S.S

eponym (all ;;ith preposition) ZAfabricant

AnOMSNIOZ

API2TANAP0Z

lIIKAZirSNHZ
liniffiK

AHMHTFIOZ

NIKIAZ

APIZTI«if-

aYBOYAOZ

3Y30YA02
HfAI2TIS2N

device

anchor 1.
trident r.

oar

anchor p. uP
trident

anchor p. up.
caducQus

ANASimilAAZ

AJITANAPOZ

APIZTOr """HZ
BI2N

K.\EANAPICaA2) ^•
KAHNOnOAIZ

-AYilSA-dZ ?(-yv-. •?
$P0YP.11T0AEMAI02

WOYP.nrOAEMAIOZ

trident

trident (ilAimOZ)
ros etta (circ. TTOtTTTirgw

stamp)

(aot reed ZApat.oo
A rA© e KA1+1

t111 7"
/^^y A i-c'.'- l-lCz. -

iviSi, 1620

TTA - C I62I
1622

1623
)\3<io 1624

/I 1625

I 1626

1627

1628

II J629

"^^ 1630 neck,both stamps
(1361-jg3j

1632
iisecj 1633 top of jar) o.'s.&'sj

1634

. /*n-4Ji ''I ,j|rj

C

/'w. StJ--- 'I
ss

AGt..U.

-jjUji

•d?-
Y-O I

THASIAN"" IIYfcilfiN monogram Tl
device

RHODIAN

OOAN?

(unstamped)

(unstamped)

I635fragmentary jar

P :i "2.13 3>i1636/fragmentary jar

ZA
The two handles with the stamp $P. n(E)0A. (XS 1627-28) are very similar

in fabric, and it is thought by the mender and other unprejudiced persons that
they derive from the same jarj this wotld not be customary', of SS 9756 where
one stamp has the phrourarch's name, the other that of the potterj but it is
known to have happened, apparently by mistake, that a jar has two eponym stamps
and no potter's. Note that the nock S£ 1630 has the two handles both impressed
with the cut die of Suboulos, so that no eponym is named.

"• -5'ind no type which it would seem necessary to push later than about middle
of 2nd; though 1620, of Apollonios, was a little surprising. / aJt ^ ^

'< f A.xx. 7>; 6 /

ts % I 1. "x... TV,*..'* "fc

a-T^A V/ rf ^^

AJ

»<,o ^ ^

^ S.i*r /U. jp.— jj

V

'hfV- 2- iH
1

1/ A '

Av Cii

n

Jmtiiiidtm,
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I S,o(
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SjSH asHociated with Brick Building
- oomraant for Rhys Townsend

A note I have of 30,VIII,84 states; "Note Agora XXII. p.106, SS 11050

is listed as part of the construction fill [of the Brick Building], but SIR

now thinks it is wrong." Evidently it is wrong: the stamps from the con

struction fill are SS 11075-11085, and those from below the floor are /

SS 11621-11624. Although SS 11050, naming Polychar^s [correct ^JCXIlj,

does not come frcrai these fills, SS 11076, naming the same eponym, comes from

below the floor. The eponym, however, is now dated not IV B, but III-IV

(i.e. IVA but not known with the title phrourarchos): see Hasperia 1985, p,

39. (The updating of this eponym, which missed correction in the Knidian

eponym list Hasperia 1985, p.34, is slated for corrigenda to tha artiola.)

Note that in Agora AXIl, p.106, again under Q-R 10-11 : 1, the dating of

the Rhodian aponym KAAAIKPATH2 (on SS 11621) is old. Present dating of tha

Rhodian eponyras of this name are;
240

Kallikrates 1st; after 240 BC, probably soon after^ >

Kallikrates 2nd: "193 B.C." p - ^S ,

Kallikrates 3rd; Period V (ca. 146-108 B.C.)

SS 11621 has the eponym in a rectangular staipp with a Helios head to tha

left, like other stamps known to date amphoras of Marsyas, a group which can

be placed early in the 2nd century. Kallikrates 2nd dates an amphora of

Damokrates, so should be Before ca. 183 BC, see Middle Stoa article.

So I date the mud brick building earlier than it is dated in Agora XXII,

p. 106, i.e. "possibly before the end of the first quarter of the 2nd century Bc "
see Hesperia 1985, p. 39.

r

copy to SIR
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SAH FROM BEIfflATH FLOOR OF PRICK BUILDIMG NEAR PIER IX

fiabrloant device eponym

RHODIAN APIZTAEX02 asterisks

Helios head KAAAIKPATH2

knidian ©PAzsaf

mapq(h) club

$IAAtinEA0Z

? Zoz"3

S-i-b

SS

SS 11621-4

., A •'
I ^ i^^-".\.

11622 (''--i' •

11621

11625

11624

•jjl^ /91. K'r

k-K- V • v

9

All four handles are datable in the first half of the 2nd century, 11621 probably

in the 2nd quarter, the others perhaps in -the lat quarter. 7^' AJc vj j
(T 6 - 1 Ti,

C

(oa, 220-180 BC)Rhodian; There are ZOji handles of Aristarchos in Pergamonj^ and the fabric of A^oxu.
Anexamples is coons latent with a date in the Ist quarter, Ste epooym Kallikrates is named on

10 handles at Pergamonj but fabric and name-connections indicate a homonym who held offi
between 180-150 (examples at Corlnth| Carthage examples veiy likely also this K,),

fabric indicates that it is this one irtio is named on 11621, , i '

IA-. . •• A • K

**•' • vC:.< ^ r...... ^L..i't /-f,
Knidian t Numerous •saeflMs handles of Thraaon and Maro(a) ooour in the Middle stoa

Building Fill, and the eponym PhiUmpelos is reatored there on one example (SS 1091),
Phllampelos oocars in the Stoa of Attalos construction fill (SS 10804), Tho two Knldlan
g^e perhap.3 boph of the 1st quarter, a little earlier than most of the Knidian from the

^joBBtrttotlon fill of the BriOk Bldg previously listed. This dating is based on ny belief

.till prevailing, that the mass of MSBF Knidian belang to the first quarter, where they

.till Bit eonalstently with eaoh ether and with any other evidence so £hr assembled.
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SAH FROM 2A, COHSTRUCTIOH FILL OF BRICK BOILDINO

b •' j.,„ ; i , V 5 - c>'- t '
..t, t-'.. ,v/^ -A

fabrioan-fc

RHODIM 'ATAQO-SMIS

devioB

KKIDlAa
(alpb.
by ep.)

COM?

UMKKO.W

MM'-'

ZKIPI02
nuiOAOxos

API2T0KAH2

|jl]dlYAP{AT02)

boukraaion

rose V. X

API2I030YA02 ,
BPA2I02 K jl ^ ^
®PIAT02 0 nOAY( amphota u .• (..>--p/-—

SS 11075-11085

'L-n , •^•

• "s. •' . '-

epoxQna

Ai^A2KPITC®,ep

month SS

IIM 11083

11084

AFI2TBIAA2,9P p. . 11075
API2!ltj)liHS # 11085

AAM.?APTBlISaj/,3p.? JV-A.: ?\ 11077
nOAYXAHiZ.ep, G 11076

11078

11079

11081

11082
11080

9tC• . , ,

flamed?

2- Vt>- •"

framed

framed ^

framed oirolo

retr, legend

jlotes from HAT 9.v,52 on thio fill; The Brick Building was in use a very short
time before it was put out of use by the oondtruotion of the Stoa of Attalos, now
ooflsidered to have been begun about 150, An unfinished threshold block of the B,B,
shows T©ry little wear, say 10 or 20 years. So it was probably built about 170 or*l60
The iJiddle Stoa was built not much before 160 if by Ariarathes V (icS^igQ BC), it -wag
probably follov/ad by the Stoa of Sumenos, whose reign ended in 159. There was probablv
not much difference in time between the oonstructian of the Middle Stoa and that of th
B.B«» would expect the B.3, to have been a bit earlier - not to have been built
after the idea of the Stoas had bo«i oonoeived, HAT's opinion of those dates ig
'tased not on any of the finds, but on the oiromnstanoe of tho sequence of buildings.

Caii^HT ON SAH

The two Hhodian are 3rd century, early (Sb 11084) and late. The Goan is a eman
fragnicn'b bearing a stamp not othenrise on file, to which no very exact date can now
1,0 given. Of the 3 of unsown origin, SS 11082 is early 3rd, a duplicate (ss 3786
neck preserved) haying been found in the a deposit at another example (ss {or-.,,
oomes from the fill over the floor of the Square Bldg, Tho other two are not maLi^!^^
file* though a stan^ with the same unusual endorsement as SS llOBO was found at Trr«oontext). Iho

These 6 non-Knidian are not paralleled in the Middle Stoa Bide Fill fsct wbi«v. ^
special significance for the date of the Brick Bldg. ®

The evidence of the I'Shidian i.iay be shown in a table;

(sea next page)
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Kn. name In Corinth In const r,
Stoa of At.

Aristeidas^ep. CP 1783'
- same? aa 'p^A-

Aristoides,6p» C-49-24 SS 11009

Aristokles CP 1808'

Art3mon,op» f v A =;

- 2 -

In other pre-150? fills In !Iiddle St. Paired with
Bldg Fill MSBF names

SS 10452 (S,well 18/1ai)

SS 674,885

Thrason

Aristion

Suboulos

Ilikasiboulos

Hippoloohos CP 1777
1780

C-37-1573

C-38- 695

C-48- 129

SS 5184 SS 7665 (AA,cist.99/k) mf, I, Lysanios \

—Fhilippos 1 P *
^ Philtatos J

Polyohar©s,op, ivT^t:

Skirt08 CP 1«83'
C-36-88
C-37-648

C-38-625

SS 11050

SS 11007 SS 9347 (Koukla Factory)
SS 8215 (Bone well in AA) Aristion,ep.

♦uwans duplicates of the same st^ps as on Brick Bldg handles. In other cases, the
naae is the same, and the individual is apparently the seme; although some question
iiheres to Hippoloohos, a nam^ which ohdorses a large variety of pre-150 types v;hich need
more sorting. The last column lists names appearing on riSBF handles which also occur in
oombinatioa with the names on the Brick Bldg handles.

It will be clear that the Knidian stamps found in the Brick Bldg construction fill
are dated before ca, 150 on evidence independent of this fill. It would be consistent
with other SAH evidence to put them more than a decade before 150, booause of the number
of eponjcas known to belong shortly before the mid-century, and not present in either this
group or the USBF, (I think particularly of the types of Theudosios with anchor.)

None of the Brick Bldg eponyms appears in the MSBF, but the careers of at least 2 of
jam the fabrieants overlap the period of that fill, and the final oolumn lists 4 other
fabricants that also bridge the gap; Thrason, Aristion, Buboulos,Nikasiboulos. Presumably
not more than, say, 15 years separates the groups.

The Knidian of the MSBF form as a whole a group closely interconnected by names and
by physical features which seam to be early. Five of its names recur in the small Knidian
group with the ca 220-180 deijoslt of khodian handles at Pergamon, i should suppose it -fcn
precede the material in the Brick Bldg fill by a decade or more, on my present understandinr
of the sequence. The handles give of course only a terminus to the construction of the
Ilddle Stoa, and it should be noted that there were twice as many Rhodian as Knidian In •+

and most of these were of the 3rd century, old dump stuff. As to particular handles
may date later than the group as a whole: 2 Knidian handles have been listed with th4
group which now seem to me to date perhaps about the middle of the century. SS 589
The first, GRB disqualified as from a disturbed part of the fill, on my SistioniL^^ t
don't know if the finding*plaoe of the other would stand a challenge, '

the

The handles, then, seem not to provide 9n±M»lxevidenoe that the Brick
Middle Stoa, though they do not deny the pos-^ibility, iding preceded

U VG
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5 Jul 5 6
£A

pre-Brlck Building

WiTERlAL SIGNIFICAITT FOR DATING OF BBICK BUILDING

P 22185
P 20918
P 20979
P 20980
P 20981
P 20982
P 22185
P 22186
P 22187
P 22188
P 22189
P 22190
P 22191
P 22192
P 22193
P 22194

22195
22196
22487

P 22488
P 22197

L 4753

P
P

WS kantharos
Bowl w. graffito
miniature saucer
brazier lug
brazier frags,
brazier iug
WS kantharos
BO bowl
BO bowl
saucer

EG bowl
BG bowl
Meg bowl
Meg bowl
Meg bowl
Meg bowl
Meg bowl
pot lid
BG bowl
Lid

Meg bowl

I 6552

G 408

S 1465

IL 1271 key, iion

MC 854

BI 657

SS 11075
SS 11076
SS 11077
SS 11078
SS 11079
SS 11080
SS 11081

11082
11083
11084 ^
UO05 ^ A ^
U621
11622 •'
11623 -

Knidian

SS
SS
SS
SS

SS
SS
SS

v/

SS 11624

«/

c>

O

ti 'i • Ji ^

^ VV

t 2- \

T 3039 child's head
T 3040 bearded head
T 3041 female head
T 3045 TO mould, dancer

Coins:

all disintegrated

•« utA ^
U

Ud

ct•r~s^•s

3 5 . V l/U '

- ll®V3"

— i I £. 1' I
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A-

j u—^

El-'
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T"U '̂Ty

?)/ O'WO

\Ci "i.H

S3'a..v«x> 'S-'^' 17.11.83 /5./Z-
to p. 72

i -t^

r

I S-> f2^.c

5er

Z<jl yi..r\S ^ "Iss; 1'̂ -^-esO-Zv^
V r ^

2) Q-R—8-9 : 1, 2.- F-i11 under floor of mudbrick-building-, -findings-

place of the stamped handles SS 11621-11624, plus its construction fill.

»

finding place of SS 11075-11085. On the deposit, see Agora 22, p. 106.

-For the position of the building, aed no._43 ("Pre-Stoa Shops") in the

foldout plan of Guide. 3. It comprises five shop-like rooms in an E-VY row

across the N-S line of the(later) Stba of Attalos, a little further south

than the ^oma shown in Fig, 1. Gf tlje staapedjhandles attributed tp the two
associated fills, only one may be lat'er than the latest in H 13 : 1,

SS 11076 which names the Knidian epbhym nOAYXAPH2. Fbt known with the title"

phrourarchos , he hars been attributed; to ^oriod lVB; but the fabricanta

-who date jars by has name, date otheirwise mostly by phrourarchoii--so perhaps
I

he is also to be attributed to lY A.i SS 11076 is an example of KT 1446, a
but surrounded b^ a frame, "

type without f«bricant,y^which would ^have been supplemented on the other handle
of the jar by a fabricant type, sim/larly framed. Gf, Grace 1934, nos. 103

I I

stamps . - - - - - -
and 104, framed types of APAK2N; axampiax of this fabricant fr m other dies

wore found in the Middle Stoa filling. (The HF referred to under 103 id the •
I Mf

Middle Stoa filling.)
\jy_
as

U-., Bit -/y

an oarIy"fea thofirst quarter of the And
T-hj)8 temporary mudbrick- build'ing may, tHen\,-date before 166 B.G.^-riiv

^

any,,:-cf8e^i:^T^-dbmoli^.ed^^f^^ B.C., when work on the Stoa '
of Attalos must have been under way. Perhaps the shops were workshops for

carpenters or stoneworkers, or storage places for materials, that facilitated

the construction of the Middle Stoa. Just to their north lay the Square Peri

style, from which material was drawn that eventually went into South Stoa II

(AsQ.r.^. F« 68) j the Mudbrick building" may have been a way station for
bhis material. Temporary buildinga housed materials i bo^ls and working space

Lduring the restoration^ ojf the Stoa of Attalos in 1^53-56 j for thsaa shoiis
see Has parla 25, 1956, pi.25a. ^ ri_A ^
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§-R 10-11 Fillings -Associated with Brick Building

UJ

(not cited elsewhere, hut better not have

niimhers for above reasons.)

As).



p-: • ' ^ ' ' K.15 1
18.V,57

f'- •

On date of grlok^Bldg fill
(brought up by Cl.Gr.)

1 ha-re a note from GEE of last July which appears to date this fill

"early 2nd quarter, maybe a bit earlier, of the 2nd cent." These words

jotted down by me from a conversation, and the rest of the remarks suggest

soott confusion, good idea to check Deposit lists to see what he has gone en

record with recently. Apparently the above idea was based on the position

not the contents of the fill.

^inrMyxMmwxAfcxaiumjtaatmiJDsiiwwxwitkrwhatxtxwBaidxtkAidacKkxprawwmiat

On the basis of the Knidian handles (SS 11075-78, 11085), I should

say it goes down a little beyond 166. None of the Knidian types is
for most of the group

matched In the Middle Stoa Building Fill| but^there is an overlap of

potters' careers which indicates no great lapse of time later* now I

bring the MSBP down to about 185. Maybe latest is the eponym nOAYXAPHS

(SS 11078), who seems to have no connection with the MSBFj nor is he

known with the title phrourarchost which would apparently put him between

188-166 if he had it, as these eponyms seem to belong in the period of
neither is he

Rhodian occupaticn); but hwxixxxat among the latest pre-Stoa of Attalos

and pre-ftestruotion of Corinth eponyms.

W'-G"- .'v'-GlGii-k ^ ' I
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'. Trench

fabricaut

A0AtJOKPITOZ

APAK2N

0ByAO2IO2

IEP0KAH2

A0AWOKPITO2

APAK2N

IEP0KAH2

0BYdO2IO2

'*'« "j L> /" i' )
,, r (s . <] 7.vi,56

SAH FROM SSQic^^TAiiOB

for foundation of S, stylobate of Sq» Bldg,

a) by fabrioant

derioe

trident

anchor p.d

book,

b) by eponym

trident

book*

monogram

uiohor p.d

title

ofep.

SS 13224-35

eponym

MTMdPOZ tr*.

0BYA(

SIATAT02

KT

57

1826)

738

KABYMBP0T02 "fV E> 852

SS

13232

13228

13224

13225
13226

18227
13251

13235

shape,eto
of stamp

ANTANAPOZ 57 13232

0EYA( 1826( 13228

KAEYMBPOTOZ B32 13253

NIKA2l( mP 1459 13229 O.retr

n(T)0ABMAI02 1451 15230

$IATAT02 £58' 13224

13225

13226

13227
13231

4.VI,58

In this small group of handles, all Knidian, the 8 dated by AUTAHAPOZ, ©BYA(,
riTOABlIAIOZ, and sIATATOZ are probably datable between 188 and 166 B.C., since

these are names of phrourarehol. That dated by NIKA2I(boYA02) is before 188, and

thab dated by KAEYMBPOTOZ is between 166 and 146. i should have thought rather later

than earlier in that period.

• '4
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f'e c

h
SAH FROM

Trench for foundation of S. s^ylobate of Sq. Bldg,

fabricant

AGAinXPITOZ

APAKPJH

0EYiOZIO2

ISP0K.iH2

A0AL^OKPITO2

APAil2N

IEF0KiiH2

0i;YAOZIO2

a) by fabricant

device

trident

anchor p.d

bouk.

b) by eponym

trident

bouk.

title

ofep.
eponym

AITTAYAPOZ

•PLITAT02

KABYi.IBP0T02

ANTAInIAPOZ

02YA(

]L'Ui;YM3P0TO2 •

O

P'

if--
NIKA2l( il.f

T

PPOYP. II(T)0;v3!.1AI02
• 16 r-

anchor p.d 5IATAT02

7.vi.56

../ I

SS 13224-33

KT

37

1826

738

832

SS

13232.

13228

13224

13225.

13226

13227

13231

13233

37 1323a

1826'- 13228

B32 1323:5

1439 13229

1451 13230

2)36: 13224

13225

13226

13227-

15231

shape,etc
of stamp

O.retr.

4.VI.58

7>

In this small group of handles, all Knidian, the 8 dated by AIITANfAPOZ, 0EYA(,

liTOAElIAIOZ, and PlATilToZ are probably datable between 188 and 166 B.C., since

these are names of phrourarchoj. Tiiat dated by HIICA2I(BoYA0Z) is before 168, and

thS' dated by IiAZYMBFOTOZ is between 166 and 146, I should have thought ratuer latei

than earlier in tiiat period.
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17May55

VG:

SS 13E24
SS 13225

2S 13226
SS 13227

SS 13228

SS 13229

SS 13230

SS 13231
SS 13232

SS 13233

Knid ian

Knidi an

Knidian

iini dian
•p

9

9

Knidian

Knidian

Knidian

SA
Trench for found
ation of S. stylo-
bate of Sq. Bldu.

This little mess of handles come from a filling

which HAT thought at the time of excavation

antedated the Brick Builthng, which in turn

antedates the Stoa of Attalos. If so,the objects

should date an interval of undeteimined length

back from the time of the construction of the Stoa.

HA- '̂ may revise his opinion when he comes to reconsider

the stratification beneath the Stoa. But you might

like to think about them as a xanit in the meantime.

The filling was one thrown back into the foundation

trench for the stylobate of the Square Building

after Its blocks had been removed.

2^ . i-v ^^ I

f 3, -
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Lat9st(?) itam, SS 14594; tha Rhodian yJ'/p/

©
eponym TBTOAIKOS is not establishad as
before 146 B.C.; I think his term fall
not Etuoh latar than that, howexrar.

SAH rj^oM sicnoN Y

Sou-j-li Sioa JT^ crosscui columns / ^
fratr) eosi : fillm^ of drain irench /n froni of Ixxck
^o]\ • pp 6^/2, CG2^ (secito^y /-O ./S".'7

't'. <D(

_S ^ ^ _LL

Z' /..cyxL,

iO - »̂• („./ i <• '̂Cc.Xw. ^^ '̂̂ "

ffi/

LID^ V— (^TT^TiS?) " A A^L

P^fi FMUr^FAj !

A- -
jf/ / v^» ^ -li' t-' » / ' t-wjl-o* A t ^^Ohc. , 7^ ^ s^Z ^

j. _ ejoonyirj KT SS

C&

Alii^Hnio^BpoL^ JZ'P /4S'96

CDfpMOKPPTHl J^o j^f-s-qyL

(D
Ey4p^roF^L NEvj ^46'f 5

Qevy^oiiOi anchor OtV^^oToL^ pS2

©y(.f]?MOKFyhTHL coduceus K/\EyMBPDToS t2^5 i4S9<^

<DElBoynoi {ridoni (^ d'^innoi)

(S

hope. eJc

7 kajfsjn.
f ^C'f4 Meof 7

W'Lyy.J-''"}
\ce.

f^ho 0*4

Amoy
^4600

(pOK>U\,
Tmo/iikDi ABP,. /46(^4
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IL^ - ^ /74 -

Lat9Bt(?) it«m, SS 14594; the Rhodian 77/ y-V
eponym TE^OAIKOZ is not established as ^ /
before 146 B.C.; I think his term fell
not Djuch later than that, hoiaevrer.

^ . S/)H FROM SlCTioN 7" __

Souih Sioa jr^ crosscui Lejivetn columns 1 _
froir) eosi: fi/ltn^ of cfrain iren'̂ h in -froni of Lack
M^o]l - ^^/2, CG2C (stciiony fbej>osi-t J-Q fs-:1

fa^ri cani

VnJto^yf-: Qeyton oi

QEydOHol

PMOKPi^THi

SevAonot

X^?MOKP/)TH£

EyBOYijol

7 J^fiiNeol
©

k"¥s "
arav

'\0i^pho '̂

rievi ce eponyrrj KT SS

CS

anchor Ai*^^Hnio6^poi HE96

j,OI\

j <37
onchor FpMOKPAT^^l ^30 J4-soy^

©
Ey4PArop/^L NEim /45'y 5

1

anchor (9Ey^oTot^ yS2 f4-5Rf_R

Q)coRuceus K/\£yMBPorol i2J5 i4S9<^

CDiriJeni Iy^tnqot) _ J^Goz

ha/f //y^ ^460!

Tr 7 ^4600.

fOon4i\^
TiMOEilkDl AA/\- /45^4

hopt efc
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Other SAJI recently catalogued from Section T

T 3952 SS 14603 Deposit I-O 15 : 1 (a 3) Knidian of duoviri period, not latest
(KT 1641)

T 3953 SS 14604 8 " " " " " " Enidian of 188-167 (KT 1843)

T 3958 SS 14605 South Stoa II, crosscut between Knidian of 188-167 B.C. (KT 1214)
coluTtPS 1 and 2 from east, from
dump of all depths} p.6712.
Area 0 15.
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tr HA f IS. Vh fS-

S /) H fROM StCTfOAJ T

Sou-Hi Sioa JL^ crosscut S&^u>eeh co/ury^ns S o^
from eoiif Layer lY^ y>p ^62C ^^ect/ofj, Cansjptcit'iryj
f'l) oi SiruH) S'f&OL. ])eyosii _J-O iS:S ^ 4-j

{^2>

faLricotnl eleyici m?yoioy, RJ •SS shotye. e.Lc.

(ppoyp. B0Y/)^m/d/jl Y3S4 Mffo

k/}esf^ COt SocfuS ERf^10 KP/j YHL qi4 y^-rv /

jjje^- (ur\rect(iy

(^poyp. <i>iAir}nDl 1411 l4s^Z

foprs^J

^4S'93

t^ONTH

HAN' I45i3^

Thd thrae Identified IfiiidiRn stamps (including the mitfdlo one. i»itho«4. .
all belong to the period of phfcourarohol, i.e. it is assumed 188-1G7 8.0^

fhe term of the Rhodian eponym rOPnH soemB to have fallen late l« 4-k..
quarter of the 2nd ®-ccording to name-oonnaations plus an accur»'!n^f*^^
of context none of ehich is in itself reliably precisei there are no
Cor3nth, and no oertAin readings, apparently, on Btamps in Carthage, (phnd-*"
„id-2nd century aw uncamnon at the Agora, and this is only the thinj handin®^
j^ve whieh names this eponym.) nanoie ive
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H^"f. C-J-—I - ^. "If'

SAH from T, CroBS Cut in S Stoa II, Layer V

i.e.CONSTKUCTION FILL. OF STOA

Athens 18.VIII.59
It 6 p, r

/?'05'

y

T 3770 -79
t/i Aa-o

n

MIDIAN

fcSHMIjtfi?
'(•

RHODIM ?

fabricant device eponym M. Cectionno

iP.BOYAAPXIAAZ 1334 3772

1SP0KAH2 bouk. AIOrSNHZ 831 3773

HP0A0T02 anchor 0HPOKPATHS 685
o

I'P.TIlAOiaH 2100 3771

AIi0AA.2NI02 bee
,1 161 14 3779ff

API2T0KAHS 2 33 3778

SY^POZYNOZ leaf 654 14 =>,<1 1 3776

sii o

ATTAA.02 3777

Note that T 3779, Knidian handle of ATIOAASNIOZ, comes from Layer IV,

J

o

This colleoticm is purely post - MSBP,

Note 2 epoayms with title pjyourarohos. to be dated 188-167 B.C. Caatemporary
with these is the handle of API2T0MH2 (T 3778). The handles of Ali0/vA2NI02 and BY-

♦POZYNOZ may also bo before 167,

Afatex After 167, though before the dextruotion of Corinth, seem to be the

eponyms AIorSNHZ and eHPOKPATHZ (ar. earlier 0H}% is known, however).

The present lot is quite different from previous SAH Itsted as from the oonstruotio
fill of South Stoa II* which are/ a) a series oatalogued T pp. 899, ff., beginning with
ss

SS 6648, dosoribed as from *54/kJT, behind Kappa building, layer of pores ehips loXge
and smalli" and b) a long series (63 handles) listed T p.4297. The earlier lots are

nearly all of ihe MSBP period, the exceptions being SS 12190, 13170,^^ perhaps 12632
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SOUTH STOA BUlLDlIiO FILL
SXOA'/ATSiJ 1953

SAH as listed by MC a couple of days a^o; SS 11921-4, 11929-30, 11937, 12147-8, 12167-9,

,.2> S

17.71.53
I?-'

12188-96, 12552-4, 12594-5, 12627-«x-28, 12630-33, 13167-70. 13180-6, 13189-91, 13195.
Of these, she queried SS 11921-2, 12147-8, 12167-9, aa possibly not belqnging.

THASIAIi

-O.VT ^

fabrioant

HAYIiAIOZ

IIAY2imH2

(not read)
"T I D /\ H V

RHODIAN MTLAAX02
A?I2TQSPATH2

.--i 5

device

yoke,monogx<aai
oar

(not identified)
6 \r> I I*

caduceus

comftcopia
r 6 S-'

rose

eponym month SS

12193

15185

1219^, X4 •z 3

12628

12168
13184

fractional

^ j V. a

'' ^-'IfflHEKPATHX

Helios head IAZIKPAIH2«y 109 AAA. ixtro
XX 12147>s?A»<i- (1. fc> 5 I

IWIBWIX

WSNSN

tIAI02^
No names read;

wreath

Helios symbol

caduceus

EARLY
KNXDIAN

ASH
? (ligature)

device, like
P retrogr.

KHIDUH 22TX«H'^
by ep- AeHNISN

OI^ /\e,rtKnx\»j

wben M0K.tl2

known AY2ANAPIAA2?'
APX2Tiai

NIKA2XB0YA02

^flroi^Hz
AI^I2T0KPATH2

AHMHTPIDZ^
dPAKSN

BYKPATH2

not read

bcukranion

trident

anchor

EEHOSAina

I1PAT05AIJH2. f
2i2XAPH2 .

XAHiOKAHX 'r

12167

KAPF1I02 13131

TAKINGI02 1319®
13195

YAKINQIOZ 11924
13167^--1?^®®

(various) 12192, 0
12595

12650

12631
13168

13182

13183

11930

0

0

small fract.

®I ?-(liguluxe)~
12552

12185

12191

EniNIKIAAZ*
BYKPATH2,ep,

BYKPATH2,ep.
AH2N

AY2AljI02,ep.
AY2AtiI02,ep.
MHTPJdaP02,ep,
UPCfi^AQIOI ? ep.

«IAim02

T

X£ZXfi 12190
11921
11923 .

IXEXa 12632
11929

13180

12188
op, , 1316^.,,,/

WAI1I102 '̂ aa i-» eAOS ) iai89^
11937
13170

12553

12169

12148

13181

)(

?

Not in Middle Stoa Quilding Pill,

Stamp included a name in thie iiinctiqn» BO^ 7*^ read.



2 -

,1".

reading device T SS

GOAK IIS. .AA trident t? 2066 12554

AIOS lyre 2041 12196

1& device, unidentified 2201 12627

PARIAN riAPION 2040 12195

CHIANt AIlOi\AS2NIOI rotr. 2121 12594

UNCLASSii rOPi'OY 2209 12635

IFIiSD AT 1866 11922

n.ic>

0 marks oiroular stamp

0 lagynos

Ihis analysis has baan mada while the handles are still largely in the woiks, so it

has not bean possible to assemble tham or make a full study of fabric, etc*, nor make

somo ohecks which would be desirable*

For the latest date, by far the most Important group is the Knidian* These seem

all of the pariod of those in the Middle Stoa building fill, except for two.apparently

datable still before about ISO B»C«; 1) SS 121d0 (T 20S1), 22TIS2H in the term of SlilNIKIAAZ,

which is matched in Corinth (c.28->38) and in an igora SAil group of before about 150 in ny

belief (35 tifl 9541, from U Cistern at 113/A')) 2) SS 15170 (T 3469), dHMHTPlOZ with anchor

eponym not read, uriiich la matched in SS 5185 from the oonstruotion fill of the Stoa of

Attalos•

Nothing known about the rest of the handles analysed hare ie inconsistent with tbn
as the latest date "

date indioated^by the Knidian# Of the Rhodian. Aatimachos with oaduoeus is ooa-nonest
from the S.Stoa filline

in the 220-180 Pergamcn daposit - a dosen exas^les - while the rest are probably third

century, with SOTie spread, with Senophanea.at least,in the Ust quarter, while seme are

early third. There it a match of sorts in the Middle Stoa building fill for the Coan of

Dios with lyrej SS 12045, with the sane name end derioe but in a oiroular stamp on a

handle of Hhodian shape. The stamp reading fOPfOY Is matched by SS 9545, from the same

deposit as SS 9541 msntioned as a Knidian parallel, of before about 150,
l-f -43

r\ U.
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THASIM

BHODIAN

3ARLY

KNIDIAH

^YNIDIAN

v-; 1%-. t-ia-VC, ^ tz^ lc^-A.„^

,^M(- •- i-^BcC) -::^M8 '
)SS 6652 -5

fabricant

BA(T2N?)
3PAT N

not read

©3YrENH2

03Yr31IH2

NIKAZIBOYAOZ

\
.(

SAH from construction fill of South rtoa
- ggg,^

month oS ^

E6562 -4

device

fish hook

HBAEjSf

head of Dionysos

eponym

3YKAH2,0p.

AA!:,I.3YKPATH2,ep,

MHTP( ,ep.

NIKA2IB(oYA02) ,ep.

NIKA2I30YAJ2,ep,

6562

6563

n E^V
H c

f O"*"*"
)

6567

6554

6553

6564

6552

6555

unkmom

ORIfilN
]A2[ (Thas ian fabric)

listed by M2

6548

The Thasian 6562 is datable Ist half of 2nd, possibly earlier;

Koukla Factory fill* The Rhodian is early 3rd century or earlier.
an example^ in the

The Knidian

correspond with those in the iliddle Stoa bldg fill, i.e. let quarter, according to present
SAH^ess) save that MHTP(0A2P02), a rather uncommon eponym (11 examples on file) does
Tolt occur in the MSBF, does occur in pre-Stoa of Attalos fill.

That is, the handles seem to make the S. Stoa about contemporary with the M.Stoa, and
apparently earlier than the 2A, except for SS 6564 which nay bring it down a few
toward the ZA: note this handle seems to have been found in the lowest stratum

(g) w.. X-X 4 (V vT . f̂cj



•tf

FHODIAET

55

trs-z- sT
C>s t "2. - 4
4 s-t::^

fabricant

a c^-.Kxx^ |/. »-^r~ A\sl F"

SAI-I VdjZ SJJTrl SVOA II B^'ILDIITG FILL

T S^oo-o-z-

tj^
. \

J
•v^i -

^-A.5 ^ f ^ ^jo

device ep ;n;>Tn r.onth AT

MTIMAIOZ caduceus 1.

AP ± Z i' OXPAIliS

ArlS-OFAITliZ coiviucopia

rose

ZrPTGI rose

AA]'O0il;!IZ

EYK AH-X

APT.

IIAN.

noi^OAPATAZ

: IAJAxAL

TIAPrYAZ

'TPtj-tt

,Ie lies head

ros«

rose

wreath

rose

dot

"Is lies

symijol

caduceus

lAZIKPATA

AAA.

JEx J

zaiio^'Aiiiiz Yi^:,

liPATOrAIiHZ

IZP.ZIZA-'IJZ

ZZAAPHZ iAK.

YAF'OILIHZ

t .. ? 3

^ 1

r I '> 3

BAT.

Oij i ,

KAP.

17.711.56

SZ:11921-930

11937

1^17,-148

12167-169

12185-196

12552-554

125e4!-595

12620-625

•SS

12628

121S3

lol8«

12192
fe-sf.-A

12186

12624

12622

1.2620

12621

12147

12167

12631

15191

13190

15195'

13168

11924

13186

13167

11330

12630

15182

1 V 1 r..~
•1.0 J.oe

1-627-620'

12630-G33,

13115-117

15167-170

131809186 ip-x,
15139-191

13195 /<-:i

'.jO r

chape,eve
of stamp

o

o framed

o framed

0 fra 3d

o rotr,

.|-1 A— r .

0 retr.



fabricar-t devico 3p -lonth KT SO

12552

22191

12148 •

12185

11921

119:.3

13117

11929

13116

13181

12189

11937

13170

12553

12169

15169
(. s <»v

15115
fes:?z_

12653:''

;hape,etc
of star.p

1

KlTIblidT

:z.aJiM

by fabricarJ

3y eponym.

C5>4 ftW>ySw/b
devioo

TTp?

Ab ziaT

kujl'l{z^. )

i. Lj I JL ;

A.iz:i('r)

APILTOrS^-Hb

Ai^IIiOAPATdl

dEPiT?l(6Z)

APAK3I

ZYAPATdZ

jZY(
^Es re^Ht

r^Mzzii
SfftEY rpww S.

AYZiJSAFIAAZ

MOHaz

KIirAZIBOYAOZ

zzTini

aezzty/oz)
Z&TIkN

A.j:L.iaj

!,T.:)FaZ

..YZAl^AflAAZ

APIZlirEl

.;1IIAZI30YA02

trident

ancnor

bouk.

anchor

jY'ZPATiiZ

YIILAZI.. .

AA(M)jIAAZ(lMAOZ)

:^Lii.IlAi3Z {i||̂
J\E-C(

riFo(:.ji0iZiT)
H Pf

Ml KA '̂ 0 vj

ZYKfATHZ

AYZAIII02

M I K *>^18 OVA

Ziil'.TI]vIA-i.2

APA£(
1I. IxLIAZii. (tb)

AYKpAi.iZ,
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LAWS AND LAWCOURTS IN THE ATHENIAN AGORA

Paper read before the Annual Meeting of the Archaeological Institute of America

Hartfordj, December 29 j, 1960

At an early stage in the negotiations about this evening^s paper^

the program committee suggested that it take the form of a review or

assessment of the results of the excavations that have been conducted

over the past 30 years by the American School of Classical Studies in

the Athenian Agora. That seemed a large order. From my boyhood I re

called that judges at country fairs did not commonly eat the whole tub

of butterj they contented themselves with a small sample or pat. And

your program committee has now very kindly acceeded to my request that

we follow a similar procedure this evening. An hour or so from noWj

when you are thinking that you have already had quite a lot, please^

therefore, console yourselves with the reflection that you are getting

only the pat, not the whole tub.

One of the alms of the Agora excavations was to determine the plan

and to work out the history of the Agora as the centre of community life

in the ancient city state. This objective has not yet been completely

realized. If, however, you will compare the pictiire of the Agora as it

emerges from the pages of John Travlos' great book on Athens that ap

peared a few months ago with the account given by Walter Judelch in the

second edition of his Topography of Athens that was published on the eve

of the excavations, you will scarcely believe that the two authors are

dealing with one and the same place.

In my sampling this evening I propose to confiiae my remarks to the

contribution made by the recent excavations to our knowledge of civic

life; more specifically, I wish to concentrate on the facilities for the

administration of Justice. I shall be dealing, therefore, with only a



small segment of the results of the undertaking. This fraction may

serve, nevertheless, as a specimen of our new knowledge; at the same time

it will, I trust, illustrate the nature of the evidence with which we

have had to deal, the way we have gone about the''job, and, not least, the

- , - limitations of the results.

I should perhaps warn you straight off that you have let yourselves

in for a grim ordeal. You will recall that Benjamin Bickley Rogers, to

TAhom we owe those learned yet delightful editions of the plays of Aristo

phanes, was a scholar only by avocation, a barrister by vocation. In the

preface to his edition of the Wasps, Rogers wrote:

"Who cares to hear of dicasts and dicasteries?

Law and lawcourts, no very fascinating subject

even to a lawyer, are something more than dry

and uninviting, they are positively repulsive

to the world at large."

The dryness of my discourse, however, will be alleviated by pictures.

These I owe to Miss Alison Prantz. Of the plans that I shall show you,

those in black and white are the work of John Travlos, those in color Are

by Piet de Jong. I gladly acknowledge my indebtedness to these colleagues;
but all misinte3?pretation of the evidence and all errors of judgment I

jealously claim as my own,

59"=53 Before each meeting of the Athenian Assembly, as you will recall, a
curse was invoked upon any speaker who deceived BoulS, Demos or Heliaia

I •<»♦•... .1

{(£1 p,ouXfiv 7^ sfjpov r\ ttiv f^Aiai'av )• This venerable
formula makes explicit the threefold division of government among the
executive, the legislative and the judicial branches. Through the exca
vations of the past 30 years, we have learned a good deal about the



' physical accommodations for all three departmentSo

Let -us begin with the legislative branchy the assembly (ekklesia)o

As late as 1930 there was no certainty even about the identification of

the meeting place of the assemblyo In that year, excavations were begun

on the Pnyx by the American School of Classical Studies in collaboration

with the Greek Archaeological Service,, This landertaking was, so to speak,

a warming-up exercise for the Agora excavations propero As a result of

the work on the Pnyx, the identification of the assembly place has been

put beyond questioiio Like most respectable archaeological monuments, the

Pnyx is now knowia to have had three periods, the 1st of the time of Kleis-

thenes, the 2nd of the time of the 30 Tyrants, the 3rd of the time of

-;s59-56 Lykourgoso We can now be confident that the familiar speaker's platform

had been hewn from the living rock in time to be used by Demosthenes in

54-12 his later yearso The excavations revealed for the first time that the

assembly place of this, the third and final period, was to have been ac=

compaiaied by two large and splendidly situated colonnadesj their completion

was prevented by the early frost of war„

{58-77 The School began its excavations in the Agora proper on May 25, 1931,
(56-40

Within the next five years, the area to the east of the Theseum was opened

up revealing a row of public buildings that had once closed the west side

of the market square. Although the ancient structures had been reduced

to this pitiable condition already in the 3rd century after Christ, enough

49-182 remained to permit a fairly detailed and trustworthy reconstruction on

paper and in plaster.

Most significant for our immediate purpose is the compact group of

three buildings in the lower left of the model. These could be identi

fied with certainty from Pausanias® account as the Tholos, the Council



House and the Metroon. Together they constituted the headquarters of

the Council of 500. The structures restored here range in date from

the 2nd quarter of the 5th to the 2nd half of the 2nd century B.G,| but

beneath the floors of these buildings we csune on a series of earlier

foundations that go back to the early 6th century. There is good reason

to believe that from the time of Solon until the barbarian sack of the

3rd century A.D.j the executive branch of government was based here on

the west side of the Agora.

We have thus accounted for two departments of government. What of

the third, the judiciary? This audience does not need to be told of the

importance of legal proceedings in the life of ancient Greece and of Athens

in particular. Let me only remind you that Homer for the Shield of Achilles

chose a trial scene as characteristic of public life (Iliad, XVIII, 497 ff.).

Among the Greeks, the Athenians proudly claimed to have been the first to

establish regular legal processes (Aelian, Vera Hist. Ill, 38; Ai'xa<; SoGvai

xai XapeTv riupov'AGrivaroi xpuToi ), At the height of the empire, ac»

cording to the author of the pseudo-Xenophontic Constitution of Athens.

(Ill, 2) the Athenian coTirts had to deal with more civil and criminal

cases, and to pass on more public accounts than the rest of the world to

gether. The relative volume of forensic, speeches that came to be canonized

in the corpus of Athenian literature, and the innumerable references to

legal procedure in the Athenian dramatists are a constant reminder of the

extraordinary prominence of judicial proceedings in the life of the ancient

Athenians.

What do we know of the physical accommodations for this important

branch of government? The ancient authors have preserved the names, and

usually, alas, little more, of about a dozen lawcourts that were functioning
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in the 5th or 4th century B.C. In several cases the name betrays the

location. This is especially true of the early homicide courts? one

"at Delphinion" in southeast Athens., one "at Palladion" in a place nesir

Phaleron, one "at Phreattys* in Peiraeus. The court "in the Prytaneion"

presumably met in the building of that name, on the north slope of the

Acropolis. None of these buildings has yet been discovered or recognized.

The Council of the Areopagus when it sat as a court undoubtedly met in

early times on the hill called the Areopagusj in the 4th centui?yj, however,

it held some at least of its meetings in the Royal Stoa, a building that

was probably one and the same with the Stoa of Zeus at the northwest

corner of the Agora.

The earliest and always the most important of the lawcourts, how=

ever, was the Heliaia. Traditionally founded by Solon as a court of

appeal, it later became a court of first instance. As legal proceedings

increased in both volume and complexity with the foiindation of the Empire,

a hiving off process occurred; the so-called dikasteries were established,

each of them, like the Heliaia itself though on a smaller scale, competent

to act as the people of Athens in its judicial capacity. At first, each

dikastery appears to have numbered 501 jurymen, later the number seems

to have been reduced to 201. It was these dikasteries that handled the

great bulk of regular legal proceedings in the 5th and 4th centuries B.C.

Other courts were associated with individual magistracies, the best known

instance being the so-called Parabyston which was presided over by the

Eleven and which dealt with cases of thievery and other petty crimes.

It will be my chief aim this evening to establish the location and

to sketch the history of the Heliaia, the dikasteries and some of the

magistrates courts. In view of the cardinal importance of the judiciary



from the earliest times, one would have expected these courts to have

been based on or near the centre of community life, i.e. the Agora.

This general probability is strongly supported by the combined weight

of the literary evidence iiihich has been collated many times, and need

not be reviewed on this occasion,

I should like, however, to dwell a moment on one literar^y referencej

it is drawn, like so many of the most illuminating testimonia on the

courts, from a comic poet, Euboulos, active in the middle of the 4th

century B.C. A fragment of his Olbia runs as follows?

"You will find everything sold together in the

same place at Athens; figs, surnmoners, bunches

of grapes, turnips, pears, apples, witnesses,

roses, medlars, haggis, honeycombs, chickpeas,

lawsuits, beestings, beestings=pudding, myrtle,

allotment machines, hyacinth, lambs, water

clocks, laws, indictments."

(Kock, C.A.F., II, p. 190| Agora III, No. 610).

I need not argue the point that the foodstuffi? mentioned by Euboulos

were on sale in and about the Agora| it follows that the appurtenances

of the lawcourts were also familiar sights iia the Agora.

-:{60-224 A good many of these appurtenances have turned up in our excavations,

and I should like to illustrate a selection. For home reading on this

part of the subject, I would warmly recommend Agora Picture Book #4, The

Athenian Citizen, by Professor Mabel Lang, available from the editor of

the School's publications, price 50 cents. Let us begin with laws. We

are all familiar with the sound Greek practice of inscribing laws on

marble stelai and setting them up in public places so as to be readily
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^ accessible to all the citizenso In Athens, when a specific law was

published In this form, an effort was made to place the stele where It

would command the attention of those parties who were most directly con-

cernedo A case In point Is the revision of the Solonlan law code that

was carried out by Nlkomachos In the years 410-399 B.Co Of the series

of multiple marble stelal on which the revised code was engraved, eleven

fragments have turned up. A svifflclently high proportion of the pieces

were found In the extreme southwest corner of the market square as to

make It highly probable that the stelal stood in that part of the Agora.

Thus placed they would have been conveniently accessible to the members

and the presidents of the Council who had their seat In the Tholos and

Bouleuterlon. It was equally Important, however, that the law code should

be In a place where It could be readily consulted by the bodies responsible

for the Interpretation of the law, viz. the lawcourts; and the subsequent

argximent will show, I trust, that this would indeed have been the case.

I need say no more at this time about laws, for I look forward eagerly,

as I am sure you do also, to what Professor Sterling Dow will have to tell

us tomorrow about these Inscriptions.

-aBl-SO The pedestal of the statues of the eponymous heroes served, as we

know'from many references In the orators, as the official notice board

of the city. Prominent among the things that were posted "in front of

the Heroes" were drafts of proposed laws, and notices of pending lawsuits.

Here again. In keeping with the reasonable custom of the Athenians, one

would expect to find such a notice board close both to the makers and to

the Interpreters of law. The ruins of the monument have In fact come to

light just In front of the Metroon, conveniently accessible to members

of the Council and to the keepers of the archives, close also, as we
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52-233 shall find reason to believe^ to the principal lawcourts. The sketch

helps in \anderstanding the design of this very characteristically

Athenian monument.

^{52-346 Euboulos « list includes also allotment machines (klerot§ria) o The

identification of these implements was brilliantly established in the

1930'3 by Professor Sterling Dow in the course of his study of a group

of Agora inscriptions,. For details of their workings I must refer you

to Dow's articles. Let me say only that by collating the fragmentary

-)f52-239 Agora material with some better preserved specimens fovmd elsewhere^, Dow

was able to restore the design and to determine how the machine worked,

•«Q2-237 It consisted essentially of a marble stele with slots to hold the name

plates of jurymen. Into a slender metal tube fastened to one side of

the marble were poTored a number of bronze balls, some white, some black.

These balls could be released one by one by means of a crankj according

as a white ball or a black ball emerged, the owner of the corresponding

name plate was accepted or rejected for jury service on that day. Some

15 of these machines are now known, 10 of them from the Agora, A number

of the small bronze balls that actuated the machines have also been re

covered in the excavations,

59-151 The excavations have yielded further some 50 examples of a type of

coin-like bronze piece which bears on one side either the head of a lion

59-152 or the helmetted head of Athena looking extremely official. The other

side is marked by a letter of the Greek alphabet on a readily legible

scale. In an interesting paper read before our aimual meeting in 1957

and soon to appear in Hesperia, Professor Alan Boegehold showed reason

to believe that these tokens were handed out to the members of the juries

as they proceeded toward their respective lawcourts, and that the letters
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designated blocks of seats in the coTxrtrooms. Subsequent investigations

in the Agora have fully confirmed Boegehold®s findings? last summer in

fact we were able to identify some of the corresponding letters cut into

the steps of one of the lawcourts.

^-210 In Aristophanes' Waspsy (1„ 92 fo) the old jui^ynian in moments of

fitful slumber dreamed of the water-clock by which speeches were measured

in the courts; in Rogers' translation^

"if he doze the tiniest speckj, his soul

Flutters in dreams around the water-clock,"

Herey as in the passage from Euboulos, the water-clock is adduced as one

of the most characteristic furnishings of the lawcourts. By the extra

ordinary kindness of chancey we have found a water-clock dating from the

very time of the Wasps, You have it here; an earthenware pot ca, 9 in,

high with a carefully calibrated outlet below and an overflow hole under

the rim to permit precision in filling. The running time is 6 minutes.

The vessel was found in a well of the late 5th century at the southwest

corner of the Agora,

60-247 "Every juryman" says Aristotle (Ath. Pol, 63y 4) "has his ticket
49-251

(pinaklon) stamped with his own namsy the name of his father and the name

of his demey for the jurymen coming from each tribe are divided into 10

sections," The name plates of Aristotle's day have utterly vanishedy for

they were of boxwood? but those of the earlier 4th century were of bronze

and well over 100 examples have survived. Most of them have been found
!

in graves outside Athens? apparently the Athenian of the 4th century

looked forward to the joys of the lawcourt even in the other world. Some

9 or 10 specimens have been picked up at random in the Agora,

The bronze ballots used by the jurymen in registering their votes
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are also well represented among the Agora finds. These devices^ too,

correspond with Aristotle's description (Ath. Pol. 68, 2); they are of

bronze aiad wheel-shaped, some with solid axles for acquital, some with

hollow for condemnation. Many of them are clearly labelled; ^frjcpoc

dTi^oofa ; official ballot. In shape and size they are admirably de

signed for the way of use described by Aristotle; when the axle was

held by the dikast between his finger tips, the litigants could not see

whether it was solid or hollow. Thus held, the ballot that was to count

was deposited in a broi:ize urn, the other in a wooden container.

This farrago of dikastic equipment corresponds in a striking way

with Euboulos' comic but evidently circumstantial account of the Agora.

Particularly significant from the topographical point of view are the

kleroteria and their little bronze balls, the water-clock, the official

tokens and the ballots| all these devices were employed in or near

the coTirts, and they are not likely to have been removed far from their

places of use. The finding places of the bronze balls, the official tokens

and the ballots have been plotted here, with the help of Miss Mabel Lang,

on a plan that shows the Agora as it was in the first half of the 4th

century, the period to which the objects may be assigned? the kleroteria

have been omitted from this plan since all those that have been found are

probably Hellenistic in date. After making due allowance for the chances

of excavation, and admitting a certain amount of scatter, one cannot fail

to be struck by the marked concentrations near the southwest and the north

east corners of the square.

On the assumption, which I regard as valid, that the lawcourts must

have stood on or about the Agora, let us now follow these more specific
clues in search of structural remains. I should warn you in the beglrQi3_j^g
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that the search Is not likely to be easy. Public buildings in the Agora

excavations seldom come with labels attached. Nor, to my knowledge,

have lawcourts hitherto been recognized either in Athens or in any other

Greek cityj and you all know how helpless an archaeologist is without a

parallel. Furthermore, we now know that the object of our search was

capable of changing form with Proteus-like rapidity from period to period.

Despite these handicaps, which merely add zest to the game, let us

begin. And let us start at the southwest corner of the square, for there

are many indications that this was from very early times the principal

focal point of civic life. The west side of the square, as we have seen,

was occupied from the 6th centiiry onward by accommodations for the Cotmcil.

On the west side, individual buildings came and went through the centuries

and the complex became larger and more involved| but for something over

800 years these facilities served one and the same branch of the govern

ment, viz. the Council. Along the south side of the square, we have now

traced a comparable architectural development. Here, too, there evolved

within the same time span a complex of public buildings that are best

interpreted as accommodations for some important branch of government.

Inasmuch as the legislative branch, the Assembly, has been provided for

on the Pnyx and the executive branch, the Coimcil, on the west side of

the Agora, we are left with the judicial branch. At this stage of the

argument I should like, therefore, to propose as a working hypothesis

that the buildings along the south side of the Agora constituted the prin

cipal accommodations for the lawcourts. I would beg you to reserve judgment

for the moment and to watch how the argument develops.

60-140 Th® modern street that cuts harshly through this picture from left
to right immediately overlies a very ancient road Titiich from the 6th
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centupy BoC» onward marked the southern limit of the Agora,, Beyond it the

Areopagus rises rather steeplyj on the near side of the road the more gently

sloping land was to be exploited for the market place. In the extreme

lower right of the picture you can just make out the circular floor of

the 5th century Tholos.

At some time quite early in the 6th centurys a group of private

houses was demolished to make way for a range of stone benches here at

the foot of the Areopagus. In the next view we shall be looking more

(60-241 closely at the remains of these bencheso At one pointg near the middle
(53-78

of this picture, three of the benches are still in place one above the

other. There were originally four or possibly five rows, each ca„ ICQ ft.

long. The individual bench was just over 1 ft. in width and 1 ft. in

height. With these dimensions spectators could have sat only on alternate

rows so that the seating capacity of the whole range would have been about

130 or about 195 according as one restores 4 or 5 rows. In front of the

benches the gravelled surface of the market square sloped gently downward.

We know nothing of what flanked the benches to east and west at this

early period since the rock in these parts was later cut down. Par to

the east, on the extreme left of the drawing, a fountain house was erected

in the late 6th century, in all likelihood the one that came to be called

the Enneakrounose

The benches are made of Kara limestone, painstakingly worked in a

primitive style. The construction indeed has a more ancient flavor than

that of any stone masonry in Athens subsequent to Mycenaean, times. The

pottery from the debris beneath the benches runs down to ca, 570 B.C.

This gives us an approximate date for their construction.

Permanent stone benches of this sort must have been intended for
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frequently recurring and important gatherings. To the question who used

them we shall return shortly.

(00-242 Early in the 5th century a square area above and behind the old
(53-172

stone benches was enclosed with a stone wall. The enclosure measured

overall about 91x106 English ft. (28x32.50 m,). Its front rested on top

of the old steps I at the middle of the front was a broad entrance porch

supported on a mass of masonry which was set against the steps and was

carefully assimilated to the old stone work in material^ dimensions^ and

surface finish. The east wall was broken by a narrow doorway. There is

no trace of interior supports and no reason to believe that the area was

originally roofed. At the northwest corner of the main structure was a

contemporary annex the plan of which has not yet been established., though

it appears to have had a columnar porch.

60-146 The enclosure wall was. supported on a light fomidation of polygonal

limestone. On this rested the wall blocks of Aeginetan limestone several

of Dihich remain in place at the southeast corner while several others

were found re-used in late walls in the area. The workmanship is of a high

60-152 orderj even the occasional mason's marks are cut with care and feeling.

60-144 Clamps of H form occur chiefly at the junctions between walls. A Doric

column capital, presumably from the annex, was found where re-used in a

nearby wall of the 4th century B.C. It is very simple, having neither

fluting nor necking. Note the mason's marks on the abacus, an alpha and

iota similar in style to those on the wall blocks.

60-170 Of particular interest among the architectural members of this period

are the crowning blocks from the enclosure wall, A half dozen pieces of

this series were found some years ago under the north end of the Stoa of

Attalos TAhere they had been re-used in the 4th century B.C. in the
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foundation of a building to which we shall revert later., Although the

peaks of the blocks had been trimmed away by the refusersj, their attri=

buiton to the square- enclosure is put beyond doubt by perfect correspondence

in material, dimensions and workmanship„ The projecting cornice on one

side has a bed-moulding in the form of a hawj^beak, delicately carved and

painted. We have as yet no precise clue to the original height of the

enclos-ure wall.

The profile of this bed-moulding ( on which I am glad to have Miss Lucy

Shoe's expert opinion ),the style of workmanship, the letter forms of the

mason's marks and the pottery associated with the foundations of the en-

•Iclosure wall point to a date in the early 5th century, probably close to

490 B.C.

As to the pTorpose of the great enclosure, I should like to reiterate

with greater boldness the hypothesis that was advanced tentatively in 1953,

viz, that we have here the meeting place of the Hellaia, ""The Heliaia,"

to quote Harpokration (s.v, "Heliaia''and'*Heliasi^), "was the greatest law-

court in Athens and the one in which cases affecting the state were tried

before juries numbering 1000 or 1500 dikasts," With its area of over 9,000

sq, ft,, our enclosure was amply large to accommodate 1500 seated persons.

Its unroofed state accords with the evidence that this court, at least in

its early days, met under the open sky. Thus placed on the south side of

the square it nicely balances the facilities for the Council on the west

side. The date of construction is also thoroughly appropriate, for it

falls in the period in which the Heliaia appears to have ceased to be merely
a court of appeal and became a court of first resort? thereafter it un

doubtedly played a more active role and had need of more adequate accommo

dations .
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The Heliaia as aii instltutloHp howsvers was much older. I have al

ready referred with respect to the tradition that attributed its fomidation

to Solon. In view of the architectural links between the great enclosure

and the open stone benches to which I have referred above^ I would now

venture to suppose that those early benchesp constructed within a few years

of Solon's legislations were also intended for the use of the Heliaia,

(60-243 All this, you may object and I would freely admitp is in some measure
(60-9

hypothetical? but if you will bear with me on that basis, I should like to

proceed. In the final third of the 5th century B.C,, the area to the west,

i.e. to the right, of the great enclosure was cleared to make way for a

public fountain house of which I show you a model. Water was supplied by

a stone aqueduct that approached from the east under the ancient street.

This is much the most capacious fountain house known in Athens? its con

struction during the Peloponnesian War was perhaps motivated by the necessity

for supplying the large refugee population that had sought shelter wl.thin

the city walls.

The annex at the northwest corner of the great enclosure fell victim

to this fountain house. Its functions may be presumed to have been taken

over by the large new building that was erected in these same years, i.e.

in the closing decades of the 5th century, to the east, 1,6, to the left,

of the old enclosure. The excavators have desigjiated it South Stoa I.

The building was large, some 280 ft, in length, and its plan, for the period,

53-114 was unusual. Sixteen square rooms opened on a 2-aisled colonnade ca„ 38 ft,

wide. The construction, for a large public building of the 5th century,

is remarkably economical, in consequence, no doubt, of the exigencies of

wartime. You are here looking at the ruins of the building from the east.

You can perhaps observe that the walls were of crude brick resting on
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5S-124 socles of re-used stone. Column bases and stylobate were in each case

53-123 only one covirse in thicknessb The column capitals were carved from a

very soft, cheap limestone,

53-294 It is to be noted that the doors of the rooms are all slightly off

axis, in each case by the same amount. Whereas the doorways of ordinary

shops are centred in the front wall, the off-axis arrangement is character

istic of ancient dining rooms. This asymmetry permitted the most economical

distribution of dining couches of standard size. Each room in oui" building

might have held 7 of these individual couches.

In a preliminary publication of the building in 1954 I suggested, in

a footnote, that we might have to do with the Thesmotheteion, the building

in which the thesmothetai, and, after Solon, the other archons as well,

met and dined. The lexicographers classed the Thesmotheteion among the

public mess-halls, or syssitia, of Athens, the others being the prytaneion

and the Tholos, I should now like to raise this suggestion from footnote

level into the text. The chief concern of the thesmothetai in the 5th

century was the acJministration of the lawcourts, and particularly of the

Heliaia which is repeatedly referred to in authors and inscriptions as

*the Heliaia of the thesmothetai,** Just as the prytaneis had in the Tholos

a dining place and office conveniently adjacent to the Council House where

they presided over the meetings of the Council, the thesmothetai might

reasonably have asked for headquarters similarly convenient to the scene

of their principal business, viz. to the Heliaia.

My growing confidence, rashness if you will, prompts me now to go
one step further. I would venture to suggest that the deep colomiade in
front of the square rooms was inteiaded as the meeting place for several
of the lesser courts, the dikasteries that evolved in the 5th century ag
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we have seeiij to share with the Heliaia the growing burden of judicial

business. It seems to me altogether probable, in fact, that we have here

the group of courts that are referred to collectively as Ta dixaoT'npia

by Demosthenes (XXI, 4s XXIV, 208-9), Isokrates (VII,54 ) and, most

specifically, by Aristotle near the beginning of his discussion of the

lawcourts in Ath. Pol. 63,2.

There is no need to boggle at the idea of a court meeting in a stoa-

llke building. We know that the Council of the Areopagus in the 4th

century B.C. met, apparently in its judicial capacity, in the Eoyal Stoa.

And we have good epigraphic evidence from the 4th century for courts meet

ing in the Stoa Poikile. In this connection, let me recall also the

arrangements proposed by Praxagora in Aristophanes' Ekklesiazousal of

391 B.C. for dining arrangements in her communistic state. "The dlkasteria

and the stoas all of them I shall make into dining halls," declares this

vigorous social planner. One is entitled to infer, I believe, that the

dlkasteria and the stoas were basically similar, and that both types of

building would have lent themselves equally well to use for dining. That

stoas were used on occasion for public banquets is well attested, e.g. in

the Agora of Priene, and I have no doubt that the stoas around the Athenian

Agora were commonly used in this way for such regular occasions as the

public feast that concluded the Panathenaic festival.

"There are ten entrances to the dlkasteria," writes Aristotle (Ath,

Pol., 63, 2), "one for each tribe| and twenty allotment machines, two for

each tribe; and one hundred chests, ten for each tribe; and other chests

into which the tickets of the jurors drawn by lot are thrown. Two urns

and a niraber of staves equal to that of the jurors [to be selected from

each tribe] are placed at each entrance. Acorns equal in ixumber to the
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staves ape thpowi into the upiio On these acorns are written the letters

of the alphabet beginning with the eleventh letter, namely lambda, using

as many different letters as there are courts to be filledc" Prom other

literary references, especially Aristophanes' Wasps of 422 B„Co, there is

reason to believe that an area in front of the actual court buildings was

enclosed by a wooden fence (SpucpaxTo i ) and that the ten tribal entrances

were controlled by wicket gates ( xiyKAibe^) „

54=500 I would suppose that this fenced area lay to the north of South Stoa

lo The northern limit of the area may in fact have determined the course

of a large stone d^^ain that was laid in this part of the Agora cao 400 B<,Co

and that is Indicated by a heavy dark line on the piano I would think of

the allotment machines (the kleroteria), as standing just south of that

linCo Praxagora ih the Ekklesiazousal set up her allotment machines for

assigning the citizens to their dining halls near the statue of Harmodios.

Harmodios and Aristogeiton are said to have stood in the orchestra, and

in fact an inscribed fragment of their pedestal has come to light in the
north central part of the Agorao This slight departure from the tradi=

tional position of the allotment machines put them into a more central

position with respect to all the dining halls, viz, those in the dikasterla
on the south side of the square and those in the stoas which in the 4th

century were still chiefly around the north part of the squar©„

I may observe parenthetically that the same fenced area with its 10
tribal entrances had probably been used in earlier times for the business
of ostracismo

South Stoa I, as we have seen, dates from the time of the Peloponnesian
War. The improved facilities were intended, I would suppose, to alleviate
the great congestion in the courts of Athens that was graphically described
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^ by the Old Oligarch at the beginning of the War^ The Wasps of Aristophanes

(422 B.C.) also attests the feverish activity of the coxirts in the war

years. You will recall the delightful passage in which Phllokleon dreamed

of the time when every citizen might have a little dikasterion in the

vestibule of his house (11. 799-804). We now have evidence of a remarkable

proliferation of lawcourts at just this time., something which adds to the

point of the passage in Aristophanes.

(58-75 In addition to South Stoa I at the south side of the square., the late
(53-345

5th century witnessed the construction or adaptation of two other complexes

of buildings for use as lawcourts s one at the southwest comer of the

Agora and one at the northeast corner. I shall not bore you with archi

tectural details. Let me say^ however,, that these other structures ex

hibit signs of even greater haste and frugality than does South Stoa I.

In both complexes walled but unroofed enclosures are combined with a number

of rooms.

In one of the rooms of the northeast complex there came to light in

54-58 the autumn of 1953 the curious. makeshift bin which appears near the middle

of this view. In this container were found a half dozen ballots., a bronze

ball for use in an allotment machine and a fragmentary dikast',s name plate.

Since several other pieces of dikastle equipment were found in the ruins

of the building, we have here, in my opinion, very firm evidence for the

existence of a lawcourt. Whether it will ever be possible to assign a

specific name to this court or to the one at the southwest corner of the

Agora is questionable.

60-168 Numerous alterations and additions were made in the northeast complex

in the course of the 4th century. It was in one of the latest of these

additions, dating from the 3rd quarter of the 4th centuT'y. that there w®-"©
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re-used the old wall-crown blocks vhlch, as I have argued above^ derive

from the great enclosure at the south side of the Agora»

60-246 Soon after this^, the old northeast complex was abandoned and work

was begun on a splendid new structure on exactly the same site. The new

building was to have been a square peristyle with a central courtyard open

to the sky and with porches of very generous width (just under 30 fto).

There was to have been a monumental entrance on the side toward the market

square? a narrow doorway on the opposite side,, There is reason to believe

that closed rooms were planned to either side of the main entrance at the

back of the porch. Work on the project dragged through the latter part

of the 4th century? only the north part of the building was finished and

that in a very makeshift way? the entrance was not even begun. Whether

the curtailment was due to the military situation or to the fact that a

building of this scale was no longer needed we do not know? I suspect both

these causes were at work.

We have no specific evidence for the identification of the Square

Building. Since, however, certain parts of the old complex were adjusted

in such a way as to remain in use while the Square Building was under

construction, there can be little doubt that the on© succeeded the other

in function as well as in location and that the later like the earlier

was a lawcourt.

The design of the Square Building was evidently intended to combine

the advantages of the great old enclosure on the south side of the Agora

with those of South Stoa I. Had it been finished, it would have enjoyed
the privacy of the one and the sheltering coloimades of the other.

♦

(60-244 Before we leave the northeast area let me show you, not a surrealist
(58-72

painting, but a composite plan made by Piet de Jong to illustrate the
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sequence of periods beneath the north end of the Stoa of Attaloso The

small green areas mark the position of early graves. The dikastic com

plex of the 5th and 4th centuries is in blue. Yellow has been used for

the Square Building of the late 4th century. The Stoa of Attalos of the

2nd century is here shown in red against white.

Returning now to the south side of the square^ as shown on the left-

hand screen, we see that in our absence the Heliaia itself has been modern

ized, A pleasant colonnaded courtyard has been inserted in the old en

closure, and a range of four rooms has been erected along its west side.

These alterations, occurring in the 3rd quarter of the 4th century, will

have furnished the occasion for the removal of the crowning members from

the old enclosure wall, thus making the blocks available for re-use in

the addition to the northeast complex, A public water-clock has been

erected against the north face of the Heliaia, toward its northwest cornOr.

The introduction of the closed peristyle into the lawcourts of Athens

is one more example of the greater emphasis placed by the 4th century on

convenience and comfort in the facilities for civic life. The change in

the lawcourts occurred in the same generation that witnessed also the re

modelling of both the Theatre of Dionysos and the Assembly Place on the

Pnyx and the construction of the first permanent s.tadium in Athens, Hence

forth the lawcourts possessed some of the home comforts that Philokleon

craved in the Wasps (11, 771-774), especially shelter from the elements!

but he would have had to wait a full century to see their adoption,

(60-245 As we move on down into the Hellenistic age, we find the Agora under-
(58-76

going another major transformation. The southern part of the old open

area has now been enclosed as a lesser square through the construction of

the three colonnades which we have long known under their modern names
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of Middle Stoa, East Stoa and South Stoa II, The three buildings were,

erected in that sequence in the 2nd quarter of the 2nd century BoC, The

Stoa of Attalosj, built about the middle of the same century on the east

side of the main squarcj was probably an integral part of the same building

program., although in function it seems to have been less closely related.

The three buildings with which we are immediately concerned were of

sizeable scale. The Middle Stoap for example, was over 60 ft, in width

®-154 and almost 500 ft. in length. All three were solidly built but austerely

simple in architectural detail. The material of all three was limestone

58-277 rather than marble. You see here the steps and stumps of columns at the

east end of the Middle Stoa. And here, in model, is the west end of the

same building. The order in all three buildings was Doric, The Middle

Stoa had columns on all 4 sides. It v/as divided into two aisles by a

screen wall on its long axis. Each of these two aisles, as also the

single aisle of the South Stoa II, had the unusually generoiis width of

ca, 28 ft,, close that is to the colonnades in the old Square Building,

The lesser square bordered by the Middle, East and South Stoas when

first cleared was tentatively identified by the excavators as a commercial

agora or market place. Subsequent exploration, however, has given no en

couragement to this view which must now be abandoned,

60-248 As a result of studies carried out in the s-uramers of 1959 and I960,

I should like to make a new proposal regarding the use of the lessor square,

Basic to this proposal is the observation that this lesser square of the

2nd century supplanted three older buildings or groups of buildings;

South Stoa I, the Square Building at the northeast comer of the Agora

and the complex of lesser buildings at the southwest corner. The Hellen

istic building program was carefully coordinated to permit the old buildings
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to remain in use as nearj^y as possible until the new were ready. The

first of the new structures was the Middle Stoa. The construction of

its west end, however, was temporarily delayed so as not to distxarb the

old southwest complex. Next, South Stoa I was demolished and the site

was graded in preparation for South Stoa II and the East Stoa, The East

Stoa was then built. The Square Building at the Northeast comer of the

Agora was demolished and its stone and timber were carted southward to be

re-used in the construction of South Stoa II. The Stoa of Attalos is al

most exactly contemporary with South Stoa II, dating ca, 150 B.C. Finally^

the old Southwest Complex was demolished and the west end of the Middle

Stoa was closed.

Also significant for the purpose of the new complex is its relation

to the Heliaia. You will observe that this venerable building was incor

porated organically into the great new group. Note, too, that all the new

buildings, including the Stoa of Attalos, took their orientation from the

Heliaia, Finally, let me'draw your attention to the fact that the newly
constituted square closely coincided with the area previously occupied by
South Stoa I and the fenced space which we have recognized in front of

that building.

Such intimate relationship between the old buildings and the new in

dicates, in my opinion, that the old and the new served the same purpose
If, then, we are right in regarding the old as lawcourts, the same, I
believe, will hold for the new. Let me adduce a bit of more specific

evidence. Of the ten allotment machines or kleroteria found in the Agora
no less than eight came to light along the north flank of the Middle Stoa*
the find places are Indicated by black dots on the plan, I have little
doubt that after the erection of the Middle Stoa the machines had stood
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In that building or on its terraccc, very close, that is, to the position

we had hypothecated for them already in the late 5th century.

The persistent sceptic may well ask how we can be sure that the old

system of large jury courts persisted as late as the 2nd century

since the primary literary evidence b.reaks off ixi the 4th century. The

answer is given by the allotment machines themselvess most if not all of

the surviving examples were made as late as the 2nd centur-y. Undoubtedly,

however, the activity of the lawcourts had siirunk greatly since the 5th

and 4th centuries. And the new Hellenistic complex, grandiose though it

seems at first glance, really represents a contraction in the overall ac

commodations, In its impressive scale and its precise, orderly planning,

this group of buildings is a characteristic creation of the Hellenistic

age, I would not maintain for a moment, of course, that these stoas were

intended exclusively for the use of the lawcourts. At most times, I would

assume, they were freely open to the public as pleasant promenades.

The next significant date in the history of our buildings is 86 B,C,

In that year, after a long and bitter siege, the Roman army under Sulla

smashed its way through the western walls of the city and did great harm,

particularly in the area of the Agora, W© had long since noted evidence

of damage to the Temple of Hephaistos, to the Tholos and to various monu

ments along the west side. The exploration of the past two summers has

shown that most of the buildings on the south side of the Agora were de

molished on this same occasion. The destruction of South Stoa II, the

60-153 Heliaia and the Southwest Fountain House may be regarded as certain. As

grim evidence of the manner of their destruction, I show you three stone

catapult balls, each about 6 m, xn dxameter, found last summer in an

early Roman context in the Middle of the Heliaia, After long years of
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desolation the site was re-occupied in the 1st century A.D. The new

residents were iron founders, marble workers, and potters. In the 2nd

century the region was cleaned up and became once more a presentable

part of the public square. But there is no reason to believe that our

buildings were ever reconstructed in such a way as to serve again their

original purpose. Pausanias, visiting Athens ca. 150 AoD., lists the

ancient lawcourts. His accouait, however, is based not on autopsy but

on the study of the classical authors. The same is true of the approxi

mately contemporary accoimt by Polliix.

There I must close this very hasty and partial sketch. Many parts

of the picture puzzle still remain to be fitted into placej many parts

are lost forever, I am conscious also that much of what I have said to

night is hypothetical; but I trust that you will derive some confidence

from the existence at various points of firm and indubitable evidence,

as also by the general coherence in the evolution that I have traced.

The discovery of the papyrus MS of Aristotle's Ath, Pol, in 1890

brought a most valuable addition to our knowledge of the Athenian law-

courts. Its publication stimulated many new studies of the literary

testimonia, the results of which are admirably presented in the great

work by R.J, Bonner and Gertrude Smith, The Administration of Justice from

Homer to Ai*istotle (1930-1938), The archaeological evidence which had

previously been so meagre has now been enriched by the Agora excavations.

I have tried this evening in a very tentative way to indicate how the old

literary and the new archaeological evidence may be collated. By dint of

more hard work on both the philological and the archaeological side we can

I am sure, arrive at a much clearer understanding of an Institution that

was, with all its virtues and its vices, so characteristic of community
life in ancient Athens,
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Middle Stoa, east end.

Middle Stoa, west end of model.

Agora, restored plan of Hellenistic period, find places
of kleroteria.

Catapult balls found in Heliaia.
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the UNIVERSITY MUSEUM
~ 7 UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Dear Virginia:

THIRTY-THIRD AND SPRUCE STREETS

PHILADELPHIA 4

CABLE ADDRESS "ANTIQUE"

TELEPHONE: EVERGREEN 6*1241

23.oz

Hay 3C, 1960

I thank you for your letter and wish to say in return, even though arrival date
is very close, that I entertain the hope that our ultimate discussions of deposits,
vjhich I trust I will be in a position to undertake tovjard the close of the summer
may be on a more temperate level than has been possible in the past. If we can mana<^e
to treat our mutual interest in perhaps th'e guise of a seminar discussion, good should
result for us both. I am trying to build ray own chronology as honestly and^solidly
as I can, you know, just as you are also.

If you find the chronological behavior of "artificial" fills such as MSBF and mSB
difficult to explain and understand I would suggest it would be illuminating to discuss
the picture presented by comparable fills on other sites xvith their excavators. The
employment of "imported" earth in construction, whether for fillings within foundations
or or filling in behind terrace walls or for raising levels is not a phenomenon
peculiar to the Agora. Other excavators attempting to set up chronologies of
artifacts must have had to face the evidence such fills provide before now. The
fillings of the many terraces at Pergaraon would be parallel, for instance, but I
suppose not much is known of their contents.

I also think of prehistorians. Pven though we work in an historic period they face
much the same problems in setting up dependable chronologies of artifacts of various
kinds. Jack, ior instance, at Lerna, is fhced with a choice among deposits of a
number of varieties as to which he will use in establishing the sequence of his bteiects
His experience certainly is pertinent. I have nyself garnered a few thoughts from
hijj, and also from Miss Goldman and Hachteld.

For a filling in kind essentially parallel to the liSBF and ZFSB I can point to the
rietre) lllayrlayer at Gordion, one entirely brought in from some place

ou SI e to raise the level of the city after its destruction by the Kimraerians ca. 680 ps p
o ar he sherds from this filling have been entirely Hittite'. There is as yet no

sing e s erd certainly from this fill of the period during which we know the layer v;as
eposi e , i.e. between ca. 680 and 550 B.C. In this case vje would regard even a sinele

^ than the bulk and dating within these 130 years not as an intrusion but asa go enfl. Needless to say, had any of this "Hittite" fill been levelled off the sherd
picture would be no different. ^nerd

•o course, is the ultimate extreme in artificial fills. The SA buildins: fin
^ poiuted out, at the more desirable of the two extremes, since al nn

ua'S «terial, on the apot aocomalation dug up In
There of course, be all degrees of usefulness in between the two extremes

depending on the sources of such artificial fills. -^^remee,

The other seductive subjects in your letter I must leave until later. Except
f,ur ...vntman don.no.informs me that if " ept

you should apply to:^rane ^ ^ of t.-e
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Nicholas B. Millet

Morland House

16 Sharia el-Sheikh Barakat

Kasr el Doubara

Cgiro, U.A.R.

ri*. .

. .

Apparently part of his job is to assist scholars vjith just such needs as yours.
Also he gets around Egypt quite extensively, has access to large photographic files,
etc., so he sounds like a good bet. The tomb is ca. 250 miles from Cairo up river,
not far from Amarna, so a likely vicinity for him to visit sometime or otJieE^

I am stopping off in Brussels on the way briefly, with the prospect of a visit
to Machteld's sister on V/alcheren Island sandwished in. Lovely to contemplate, but
there is a welter of preparation yet between me and then'.

Yrs.

Copy to HAT
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Note to HAT OTi Stoa Fills

nVith reference to letters of Roger to you and me, dated respectively March 25

and March 12, probably you realize that the dates of the handles are not based on

any interpretation of these various fills; but as one is never as clear as one

thinks, it seemed possibly useful to say it. The MSBF and the 2ABF (and everything

under it), supplemented by Corinth, give us a lot of Knidian types datable befare

about 150 B,CS iVith Knidian, this almost means "first half of 2nd century",

since little can be attributed to the 3rd century. Inside the 50 years, relative

dates depend basically on interconnection of names of fabrioants and eponyms, and on

the title phrourarchos which appears on Knidian jars of the middle of this half-

century, the period of Rhodian occupation, 188-167. Naturally there are lots of

other bits of evidence, and also things I donH fully understand yet, I try to

take all into consideration.

You will have noticed that Roger and I both sstiaan found the Fill over the

Floor of the Square Building close to the MSBF, Does this suggest to you that the

builders of the 2A had to do sone levellii^ here of the dump of surplus naterial
^ post-166

seem to bo iatnt Knidian

xUraGLUU ^

for levelling up the Middle Stoa termooWA list of Trtnt

in the 2tABF, with their finding—places, may be useAils

i<\ ii 6i nnIcfcxs SS 1861

floras 5378

/i (u>v

PoXu^ocj^l^oS
flo\iSXcx^^

^Apiczoysvn S
rd?Ac^>7S -

10753

10968

11050

1135S, 11362

Vjuppo 70S 13233

i'uyiJSjOOTos 13235

^ErU^OipjuoS 15317
fzpitov 15319

Shop X

Over east mil of Room 3 of Brick Building

Piers 15-16 East

At north end of Briok Building

Piers lO-ll, footing trench

From mtor-channel east of Shops XI-XV, (SS 11356-11370,
most sizeable group; apart from the two speolally
mentioned here (i.e. before 166), the rest are probahli,
all 188-167) ^

Trench for foundation of S stylobato of Sq, Bldg

Pier 12, footing trench

Pier 22, footing trenoh(?)
Shop XX

raiiKSff- ^
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nearlyAslaable group which seem to be^^all of the 188-167 period are SS 13371-
13386, which are SA fill in the area of Pier 21.

Afind by Meliadee on the South Slope in 1957 oonfirmfl my rather tentatiTe

dating of the C-S stampa I published in the Goldman Festschrift (pl.XII, and pp.
97. 109). One at least of the two handles seemed to be from reliable MSBF. but
we have never had any other evidence to date Latin stamps as early as anybody^s date
for the MSBF.^^N^ Meliades has aduplicate of the stamp of pl.xil, no.lO (ss
12705). whioh^^interestingly enough is on a toe instead of a handle, and fills out
tte picture of oce of those odd long Oriental-type Jars, like eereral
erhioh hare been found in Corinth in a pre-Hunnlan nell, though aooording to alter-
atione in profile, theoe could easily be 60 years later. Checking the content of
Meliades' piece, I found it coes from "an aocusn.lation of nhich nothing is later
than late 3rd, early 2nd.'' I have written Letty about this.



f" Caroline has put off her tilp till next year, as perhaps you know, I had
• I must answer.

y • I-' L XJ) . •

N^lX -/ ' Athens, May 21, 1960
(Constantino and Helen,}

21.oy-
a letter which

..J

Dear Roger,

You have bombarded me with presents, advice, bulletins, useful information,

etc., so that I have not really been able to open my mouth. Of course I am sure

that was not the purpose of all this attention, and I thank you very much for

all, and venture here a few remarks in advancje of your coming,

I am glad to have the Phil, Soc, Instruction to Authors, and particularly to

have a little more time before our papers are to go in. Incidentally, when our

divers Honor Frost and Dumas called recently, D, had Just bean photographing the

\fangy statues from this Antikythera group (for you?), so wo gob into a disoussion
•;)

of the wreck, ^ and Miss Frost immediately agreed that that was no ancient anohoi^i^

illustrated Bph, 1902, p, 171, He said he has seen the wreck (when here with Cousteau

about five years ago), and believes then is a lot more stuff there, and that finds

taken out now would be in much bettor condition than the first lot,be cause buried

in the sand. He said tliat, exploring with an "airlift" (a kind of underseas vacuum

cleaner), he had reached a bit of the actual^ood of the ship, which he described

as remarkably weSl-preserved, even to having still some paintl I was fhirly though

not absolutely convinced that ha could tell which was the wreck (he saw another

nearby, but that^he daid^had not been touched),

I hate not seeing ooprespondenoe (serious) about subjects I also am working on,

) 80 thank you very much for sending me the copy of your letter of March 25 to Homer,

as well as your letter of March 12 addressed to mo. Also I ihink that preliminary
correspondenoe can be very useful to a subsequent disoission, such as we hope to

have. Of course you are right that "not all fillings are of equal value and depend

ability," Actually, I have not based handle dates on the dependability of any of

theae fillings under discussion - except for one basic assumption, that the MSBF

and the 2ABF (and everything under it) are before about 150 B.C. These fills as
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^ a whole, supplemented by Corinth, establish a lot of Knidian types in the let half
a

© © -P

g "S ®

3 aj
O 43 3 ^
a !5 i-t ^

tiD'-< B

^ -p o
+> rd -H

pj XJ to
at ©

® S \ 188-167, When asked (as by HAT) to report on the handles in a particular fill of
©"E,, u i latest

iiDo ithis half-oentury, I look first to see which of the three lots the.Knidian belong^ M at ^ A ^
i -p'd o gto, - before 188, or oa, 188 - 167, or after 167# Naturally there are lots of other
§ ^ "Ot ra ^

o P"i ^ evidence; and also things I don't fully understand yet; and I try to
CO bO hO ©

E ©-p p ' take them all into consideration, as you do#
" "a. ^ 1

I 809 that we agree that the Fill over the Floor of the Square Building is very

45 © ij close to the MSBF. But in the handles there is a marked difference between this fill
^ p g 1 —

o •

w M© and certain parts of the SABF proper# The most sizable of these later lots of handle a
o ^ o:p J o o is that from the Water Channel east of Shops XI-X7 (SS 11356 - 11370). Do you include
g P

^ w'i'S 2A.BF? I find it puzzling, if there is not some difference
« M '

<i-i

to 1

3 ®p finer wares, also, between this and the Fill over the Floor, when I find them
•P 2 -S S (

© Ido very distinct.

g I g^ I If pressed to explain the earliness I see in the Fill over the Floor, direotly
©0^0 j

®^ o « Ion top of which sits the Stoa of Attalos, I must guess that at this point the
^ r-J © "H

J B©p Ibuildera had to level off, imich or little, the reaidual dunq^ of MSBF material, so
° °*p!q 1"^° l9"t0r aooumulation remains for us. But of course I don't base the dates on any

p © © i •

of the 2nd centiry, (Knidian types found in good 5rd century deposits are few and
and basically

peculiar.) Indide this 50 years, relative dates depend prinarily,^^ interconnection
of nanBs of fabrioants and eponymsj and on the title phrourarohos which appears on

Knidian jars of the middle of this half-century, the period of Rhodian oocupatiOT.,

a o S |8uch guess, it is the other way about, I try to explain what I see.
O P Oc

^ n ^ Pergamon and Dr. Sohaefer; at the moment he is in Berlin, where he had to
Man

O

-8
•gj 0

. ^ ^ go to confer with Boehringer about the future of the dig. He is keen to see you.
bO g

° ^ ^ expects to be working here cm his Hell, pots until August 19, when he goes to
g « 1

" i o P0rgamon. *i He proposes to turn over his manuscript and photographs to you theng © © > *
^ :p ® " if you like,

III g Thank you veiy much for those beautiful Goldbergs of the drawings of the Petosirt
tomb, I am afraid I was less modest in my desires than you gave me credit for. My

f. • 1
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March 25, 1960

Dear Homer:

C

Your letter of March 8 reached me only yesterday (24th) due to insufficient
postage for air travel. Hence my seeming delay.

Actually, as to the sequence of constructions I do go along with you pretty
much, and from what little I know of Hellenistic architecture in general I am
disposed to like the idea of the Square Building and the South Corapler (to coin a
new name for MS, SSII and company) as legal in function. I continue to be
agile, however, as regards the motivation of the construction program and the
time within vdiich it was telescoped.

The motivation of the building program, it seems to me, provides the key,
I think in your letter you do not quite come to grips with this. I'l/hy plan to
abandon the site of the Square Building and set up the South Complex to replace it?
There would have to be a good reason and what simpler and clearer than that the
site of the Square Building was needed for the Stoa of Attalos? It seems to me
that the trustworthy chronological evidence is closing in on an Attalid date fcr the
whole enterprise now and I hope I have made it clear in my letter of the 12th addressed
to Virginia that the evidfince t ending toward an earlier element in the sequence is
definitely questionable and should not weigh so heavy in the balance, however mass^ive
as other evidence. I do not myself see in the evidence so far brought to bear anything
which would not fit without perceptible strain in an overall program originally
triggered by the intention of setting up the Stoa of Attalos.

Envisaging an overall Attalid program I certainly agree that the removal of the
square Building, the construction of the Middle Stoa and (possibly) S. StOa II
would be early and initial elements in the program, no doubt, as you suggest, to
provide sppedy continuity in the functioning of the law, and also because of the
necessity for staggering construction with the Agora constantly in use (difficult to
have all three buildings in construction at once). The Stoa of Attalos, then, would
physically have to be ti^ latest element in the scheme, though conceivably its
early stages might BligHjLy overlap the latest stages of the South Complex,
Conceivably the reuse of the Square Building's architecture is an indication of the

of the program rather than of economy, and suggests that the telescooinCT of tha
program was in fact constricted.

The proposed function of the Square Building and the South Complex has
considerable appeal, in form the square peristyle court as a market place would seem
to have no parallel until many centuries later. If only for that reason it would be
reasonable to suppose that it served some function other than commercial.

AS to the kleroteria, viiich would appear to be telling and most attractive evident,,
for function, I would comment that the date of their eredtion on the Middle Stoa
terrace would seem to be adjustable. That is to say, they could have, voii knnw
been set up first in association with the Square Building and could have been moved
as easily as the architectural members whenever the square Building" changed its
address.
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It does seem to me that our tripartite second century seminar is
beginning to produce fertile ideas. The whole building program is
beginning to come to life, for jfle at any rate. I wonder if you recall
the decree of Colophon which Leicester Holland quoted (Hesperia XIII, p. 170)
qpt=i which gives such a vivid picture of what went on vJhen a building program
was envisaged? Scaaething of that sort must have gone on in Athens, too,
must i t not?

,4 -V

. if.

V/ith kind regards to you and Dorottiy -
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Dear Yirsinia:

Philadelphia
March 12, 1960

2?.l|

Thank you for your letter of the 4th with its enclosure dealing with the dates of
the handles in the various construction fillings. I am rather sorry, a ctually, that
you have brought up the subject in transatlantic correspondence. I have lost faith in.
words, written ones at any rate, as a means cf communication and would have preferred
to defer discussion of all this until next sumifiero Other varieties of beings ijianage this
much better and I think I will apply for reassignment in my next incarnation! (l preaume
you would expect me in that state to say neigh?)

You sent me ihe copy of your letter for my comment, I assume. It is, in a nutshell,
that not all fillings, of course, are of equal value and dependability. It is in this
resnect that your sequence, it seems to me, needs adjustment and flexibility. My more
specific comments are as follows:

3 & 1. destruction of Squqre Building (EFSB etc.) and Construction of Middle Stoa
(LSBF)

The Bill over the Bloor of the Square Building. The 1950 quote from me was an
early opinion long since superseded. Although the earliness of the material in it vjas
beguiling it is stratigraphically evident, since the fill immediately underlay the
construction fill of the SA with no intervening accumulation, that its lower date is the
beginning of building operations (159 or later) oh the Stoa of Attalos. This quite apart
from the presumably supplementary evidence of the material from the Trench for the
Foundation of the South Stylobate of the Square Building, in vjhich you find material
post-dating 167.

The filling (FFSB) in character was in just about every physical respect and
category for category like that of the construction filling of the Middle Stoa and
I t entatively guessed that it x^as theresidue of the filling intended for tiie Middle
Stoa dumped here temporarily to be daawn on as needed in Middle Stoa construction as it
progressed.

There is, then, in this filling a lacuna of 40 years between the date of the
latest SM and the stratigraphically indicated lower date for the filling; ca. 200
B.C. vs. 159 or later.

It seems to me an illustration of a principle in which I firmly believe that we
must consider the character and source of a filling in placing dependence on it for
dating of structures or in setting up object sequences, \!e would, e.g., place more
reliance in a grave group than in a well group or a cistern group. So we would prefer
an on the spot accumulation for reliability to a dump filling introduced from outside.
It is on examples of the former that we must pin our faith for subterranean evidence
here.

VJith this specific demonstration in mind it seems to me that we should and must
entertatiuithe possibility that there exists a sirailar lacuna in the I.KBF. If such a
lacuna ean exist in the FFSB it may also exist in the MSBF, a filling of seemingly,
perhaps actually, identical character. Even thoughkyour dating of the datable handles
i« perfectly correct, the lower date which they provide need not be obligatory for the
date of construction of the Middle Stoa so as to preclude evidence of a stronger
character. The V/ell in the Road to the West c£ the Middle Stoa would seem to supply-
supplementary evidence that the lacuna does in fact exist in the MSEF as well as in.
the FFSB.

A
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Construction of 6. Stoa II

I have a note that there was very little Hell, pottery in this fill and ^-h +
most MS much e^lier. I »ouM suggest, however, that the material fr™ thJ'flS^r
not be disregarded in eonslderlng the date of the structure - at least until l^er
investigated. Afloor, after all, is part of the construction. eS du^ « M.^s^
It see^K, in the abstract, significant that the handles are in time in^hfhosr
vicinity 01 those from the fill below. It seems a possibility that stoSd b f
considered that we have the original flooring here, protected in antiquity Lalnstsuoseq^nt intrusion by some sort of paving, as perhaps would be enp^tefi^a pSlic

Stoa of Attalos Gonstnnction Fill

Among our construction fills this seans to me to take top piace. It is
reasonably good for use in object sequences since, in contrast to tL other" it
includes large hunks of the contemporary landscape dug as trenches for t •
Your dating of the latest handles reflects this. i^renches for the foundations.

_ This instance seems to me to make it probable that our difficulties do no-t-
lie in your dating of the handles which you can use for absolute dates in this half

S century. It seems perhaps to lie in the assumption that every filling is the samo i
^ and reliability and that the latest handle in each mjist provide the lower ^

the filling, 1 hope 1 have demonstrated that in certain sood
of unreliable character (such as h?3B andthe lo.er date they provide may be far off (as, for instance, coins, depe^dLron^^

circumstances useful or not),, and we should then turn to other more deoendable tvne-S
^fev^£^ for determining our lower dates. Danger does not seem to lifin tS ^ates
Y' ^ovide here, only in the building up of sequences of de^posts without critical
skepticism as to their reliability. ^-tiiiicai

1 became more than ever aware, recently, in dealing with all the objects of an
categories from the Antikythera wreck that every kind of evidence must be considered
and weighed, not alone ours, i do look forward to the possibility of a rational
table discussion of evidence of all kinds with you and Homer next summer if t can°
mak"A IT.. ' -*• can

1 have asked our photographer to photograph the vintage scene from the Tnmh
Petosiris for you. 1 gather he is well disposed so can hope to send the nninfa
Unfort^tely it is spread over two facirg plates which mkes an undesirable
line, but opos eenie eenie. The :•/. Stevenson Smith date is given in his r-cent
^t and Architecture of Ancieht Egypt where another scene is illustrated on nl W
He gives reference, for the date of the tomb (his is ca. 325), to G. Roeder inal°
du Service des juitiguites de I'Egypte. 39, 1939, 731. 1 haven't looked it ^

Yrs,

Copy to HAT
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0 Athens, March 3, 1960

/.J ,^t-- •' ' ^

Dear Homer,

Your interesting theory on the function of the Middle and South (ll) Stoa
complex, and the relative dates which this idea su gests for the various buildings,
are certainly not out of harmony with the evidence, as now underefcood, of the stamped
handles in the fillings of these buildings.

1, I still think that handles of the big filling of the Middle Stoa go down
to somewhere in the second decade of the 2nd centuiy. Naturally, handle evidence
does not tell me just when the columns, etc., were put up. B'or one thing, in
Section K.nt least, we did not hnvi any of the top of the filling. See Section
Summary, 1953, p,2; "[The filling] stood to a unximum height of . . .a loetor or
so below the level to which it originally rose."

2. Blandles of the construction filling of South Stoa II go down later tiian
thoBO of the Middle Stoa filling, even a little beyond the end of the phrourarohos
period (168-167 B.C.): included among them are 3 (SS 14388-14390) dated in the
terms of dlOTSKHZ and GiiTOKPATHi; IX, irtio are not known as phrourarchoi. but they
are not much later, sinoe there is nearly oomploto overlap of fabrioants between
then and the phfcourarchoi. Say that these bring us down to at least 165 B.C.

The Kandtos excavated by MC and E7 as parts of the South Stoa II building fill
include a lot of earlier material just like that in the Fliddle Stoa filling, in
addition to a very small number datable 188-167 (S£ 12190, 13170, and perhaps 12632),
Those you excavated in 1959 appear to me to be purely post-MSBF, most of them
dating in the period before 167, but the 3 listed in the previwjs paragraph being
apparently later.

3. Destruction of the Square Building. I'm not sure Trtiat group of handles
would date this. The "Fill over the Floor" seemed to m# to be slightly earlier in
latest date than the Middle Stoa filling, say 200 B.C. or not muoh later, (gfb in
1950, in a note to me on the Komos Cistern, compared the filling of that cistern
with the fill over the floor of the Square Building, calling both last quarter of
Srd oentury.) On the other hand, liandles from the Trench for the Foundation of
the South Stylobate of the Sq. Rlde.,all Knidian, are mostly datable 188-167 B c •
but SS 1323S, which naiaae the eponym KAEYMBPOTOZ, must be later, though pre-datiuff
the oonstruotion of the Stoa of Attalos. ^

4, From the Stoa of Attains building fill, in addition to a lot of earlier
stuff, I count a possible 13 Knidian eponyns whose terms should be later than
167 BC. Most of these are represented by a single handle.in this flllii^*
most there Is other evidence to put them in this period, '

I was glad to have a bit of news from you of Dick Stillwell,
to have him here.

It will be nice

Mr, denachi reports a remarkable complex, built meetly of Egyptian amphorae of
the Roman period, about 40 klltaeters south of Alexandria beside the main road from
Cairo, In one part there is a parterre made up of the neoke of these thln<rB 4«
rows. They look lather like the little columns of round tiles am bohb as floor
supporti in Roman bathe. We wander if a potter built a bathing establishment Ib"

Your®,

Ti-'je/' ""/vts
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